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        ABSTRACT 

This study mainly endeavored to assess the practice of EFL teachers’ written feedback on 

students’ writing. It was conducted to examine teachers’ techniques of supplying written 

feedback, to explain the reasons why teachers provide feedback, to identify the frequency of 

feedback provision on students’ writing, and to find out students’ feeling towards teachers’ 

written feedback. In order to achieve the objectives, a descriptive survey design involving both 

quantitative and qualitative research methods were employed. In addition to this, the study was 

targeted on grade 11 students; as a result, 206 students were selected through systematic 

random sampling, where as 7 EFL teachers were chosen on the basis of purposive sampling, 

besides three preparatory schools, specifically Ataye, Majete and Shewarobit were participated 

hoping that the study might be generalizable. These schools were chosen on the basis of 

judgmental sampling. Moreover, questionnaire, interview and document analysis were preferred 

data gathering tools. Furthermore, the findings revealed that most of the teachers had lack of 

good feedback practice; for this reason, teachers’ written feedback still lacked scientific ways, 

that is, it were vague, it was intended to differentiate students’ performance rather than monitor 

the students’ writing progress, it did not encourage to produce additional drafts and it was not 

addressed to students’ at a right time were some of the major problems. Finally, based on the 

findings of the study, the researcher would like to recommend that teachers should fill their own 

gaps on written feedback to shed light on students’ writing development; students should pay 

attention as well.
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                   CHAPTER ONE 

                    INTRODUCTION 

                  1.1. Background of the Study 

The aim of language teaching is commonly defined in terms of the four skills, so writing is 

among the four skills that is central to students’ intellectual, social and emotional development 

(Widdowson, 1978; Hyland, 2009). On the other hand, Sharma (2013) mentioned that the 

purpose of all writing is communication and interaction. He added that writing is also used to 

convey factual information with a view to persuading, convincing and informing the readers. 

Studies show that the emergence of writing was integrated with people’s way of life. Therefore, 

Halliday (1989) claimed that it was introduced as a result of cultural changes. This means when 

people began to change “mobile way of life to permanent settlement,” so they needed to record 

events permanently through writing.  

Mc Donough, Shaw & Masuhara (2013) believed that “Along with the other three skills, writing 

has developed and accumulated many insights into the nature of language and learning,” but on 

the other hand other researchers stated that historically writing did not have a significant 

contribution in the teaching and learning process, like the other language skills because during 

1960s and 1970s it was still influenced by the audio lingual method, so it was regarded as 

secondary concern, essentially as reinforcement of oral habits (Kroll, 1990: 12; Raimes, 1991: 

408). In other words, “Teaching writing in formal writing class entailed presenting students with 

‘models of good writing’; therefore, learners were imitator” (Coffin, Curry, Goodman, Hewings, 

Lillis and Swann, 2003: 10; Raimes, 1991).  

Thinking that writing did not produce an effect in the learning process, researchers made a great 

effort for learner centered approach got special attention over the traditional approach, thus  

since 1970s, they began to emphasized on writing as a recursive rather than linear way (Raimes, 

1991).  
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Consistent with this perspective, researchers on feedback revealed that its impact in promoting 

students’ writing was not as needed. Hyland and Hyland (2006) strengthened this view that many 

issues related to feedback remain unanswered, so teachers did not use their full potential. As a 

result, in the past the process of feedback provision was over controlled and judgmental; for this 

reason, it seems to be true that feedback did not smooth the progress of writing skill.  Semke 

(1984) also said the traditional assumption on supplying feedback on students’ writing was to 

correct error meticulously incase students’ error would be deeply ingrained. Therefore, teachers’ 

written feedback was found unhelpful, so in return they received negative feedback from their 

students.  

Other researchers continued to have their complain on the relevance of teachers written feedback 

so that they urged that feedback was not dependable and at promising stage to improve students’ 

writing due to the fact that it lacked scientific ways (Truscott, 1996, Sommers, 1982). Nicol 

(2009) added that students devalued teacher written feedback due to the fact that teachers’ 

feedback was illegible, ambiguous, too abstract, too general and too cryptic. In general, in the 

earlier period of time, teachers’ feedback practice was not at a convincing stage; as a result, 

researchers did their best to turn their attention towards new approaches to make feedback 

valuable to students. As a consequence, researchers began to provide variety of suggestions and 

overarching pedagogical approaches. 

Therefore, proponents of feedback provision struggled to eliminate the reverse views that were 

provided against feedback accompaniment on students’ writing, so they said that even though 

teachers’ written feedback practice was in an infant stage, by working on solving the challenges, 

it could be made to produce an effect, so students can attain the right position at their writing 

skill (Ferris, 2003; Bitchener, 2008; Chandler, 2003; Bitchener, Young & Cameron, 2005 and 

Straub, 1996). 

In Ethiopia, English language has been given as a medium of instruction in secondary and 

territory schools since 1994, so writing skill has been included in the teaching books as one part 

of the macro skills; however, Ethiopian writers had low performance in creating standardized 

writing because their writings lacked “conventions of academic writing” (Sharma, 2013). From 

the researchers view, among the conventions feedback that covers various issues, such as 
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features of writing, is the one that creates life on students’ writing, so if writers lacked this 

information, the outcome could probably be becoming poor in writing skill. 

In addition to this, even though the purpose of feedback to improve students’ writing is 

universally accepted, what might be seen on the ground in preparatory schools is somewhat 

different because from the researcher’s teaching experience, teachers do not seem to have full 

potential on the pedagogical skills, but on the other hand, teachers that have good knowledge on 

feedback are less likely to change the theoretical views into practice to increase students’ 

engagement in feedback. Moreover, researchers believe that teachers do not use their maximum 

effort to create opportunity for students to use the feedback in their learning (Nicol and 

Macfarlane-Dick, 2008; cited in Nicol, 2009).Therefore, the major concern of this study was to 

assess whether teachers’ written feedback practice was in its proper way or not.  

    1.2. Statement of the Problem 

Coffin et al (2003) pointed out feedback is provided to support students’ writing development, 

teach and reinforce particular aspect of content, indicate strength and weakness of a piece of 

writing in relation to a set criteria and suggest how a student may improve in their next piece of 

writing.  

On the other hand, Nicol (2010) suggested that “there is no such thing as good teaching without 

good feedback. The teacher as knowledgeable expert gives feedback to students with the 

intention of scaffolding their learning.”  

Therefore, various researchers had made a study on feedback, specifically teacher written 

feedback. For example, a research entitled with “The Practice of Feedback Provision in Teaching 

Writing Skills” was conducted by Tamene Abdissa and Yemanebirhan Kelemework in 2014. 

This study identified that teachers and students had positive perception, teachers did not give 

regular writing activities and teachers were not selective in the type of feedback etc. In addition 

to this, Mekonnen Abebe (2009) investigated students’ perception and the significance of feed 

back in the writing class. His study revealed that students found feedback useful and helped them 

to improve their writing though teachers’ feedback lack clarity.  
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As for the present research work, there were few reasons that initiated the researcher made a 

study on similar area. The first thing was, from the researcher’s teaching experience, when 

teachers set departmental continuous assessment criteria, writing was planned as one of the 

measurement areas, but in line with this, most of the teachers explained their frustration on the 

evaluation criteria that should be attached on students’ writings. On the other hand, in staff based 

discussion, the school’s supervision committee reported that students were still poor in their 

writing skill due to the fact that teachers did not facilitate the learning process actively.  

According to the researcher, the teachers seemed to express their frustration due to lack of 

awareness on the concept of feedback; on the other hand, teachers were unlikely to engage 

themselves in feedback conversation with students consistently, so these issues provoked the 

researcher to see what was likely to be the  practice of  English teachers’ written feedback.  

This study is somewhat different from the previous ones. First, apart from difference in research 

site, the current study is conducted in three preparatory schools; as a result, the researcher hopes 

that it might have great value to ensure validity. Second, the instruments of data collection are 

slightly different. Having mentioned these issues, the researcher would like to answer the 

following research questions.  

       1.2.1. Research Questions                         

    1) How do EFL teachers give written feedback on students’ writing? 

    2) What do students feel towards EFL teachers’ written feedback to their writing? 

    3) How often do EFL teachers give written feedback on students’ writing? 
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   1.3. Objectives of the Study 

        1.3.1. General objective 

The main objective of this study is to assess the practice of EFL teachers’ written feedback on 

students’ writing. 

       1.3.2. Specific Objectives 

The specific objectives for this study are: 

        1) To examine the way EFL teachers’ provide written feedback on students’ writing. 

        2) To find out students’ feeling towards EFL teachers’ written feedback on their writing. 

        3) To identify how often EFL teachers give written feedback on students’ writing. 

   1.4. Significance of the Study 

This study is needed to have its own importance to teachers. It might help to raise teachers’ 

awareness towards written feedback. That is, it may provide them valuable information on 

strategies and practices, so it might open a way to the improvement of their prior experience, and 

then it might have positive impact towards giving scientific and well organized written feedback 

on students’ written work. 

It might also have a vital role to concerned bodies, especially supervisors, to help them assess the 

progress of teaching and learning, and assessment process, so they might get ready to take 

remedial actions by using this study as source of information. This might also be used as 

reference for other researchers that would like to conduct a study on a similar area. Finally, it 

could also be essential to learners as they might find relevant information that fills their gaps 

written feedback, so they might exert maximum effort to use it practically.  
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    1.5. Delimitation of the Study 

This study was delimited to Ataye, Shewarobit and Majete Preparatory Schools, in North Shoa, 

Amhara regional state. The study centered on grade 11 students, besides it involved the English 

teachers that taught in that grade level. Investigating the practicality of peer feedback in teaching 

writing could be element of this study; however, this paper specifically intended to deal with 

teacher written feedback in order to make it manageable 

    1.6. Limitations of the Study 

Obviously, whatever the rate of the challenges, any research has its own limitation. Therefore, 

while conducting this study, the researcher faced some obstacles. The first thing was, the 

researcher confronted time constraint; for example, it would be better to use larger sample size, 

but it was difficult to get ample time. As a result, the study might not perfectly satisfy readers as 

some important issues might have been missed. Another thing was, the researcher found it 

challenging to get reference materials because of inconsistent internet service and distance of the 

study area from universities. Finally, this research was conducted while the researcher carried 

out his regular work, so it was a bit difficult to run my works as needed.  
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    CHAPTER TWO   

    REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

      2.1. Definitions of Writing 

Mc Donough (2013: 193) defined that “writing, like reading, is in many ways an individual, 

solitary activity.” Heaton (1988) added that writing skills are complex and sometimes difficult to 

teach, requiring mastery not only of grammatical and rhetorical devices, but also of conceptual 

and judgmental elements. Besides, “Writing is a ‘non-linear, exploratory and generative process 

whereby writers discover and reformulate their ideas as they attempt to approximate meaning 

(Zamel, 1983: 165, cited in Hyland, 2009:20).”  

Furthermore, Hyland (2003: 27) felt that while every act of writing is in a sense both personal 

and individual, it is also interactional and social, expressing a culturally recognized purpose, 

reflecting a particular kind of relationship, and acknowledging an engagement in a given 

community. This means that writing cannot be distilled down to a set of cognitive or technical 

abilities or a system of rules, and learning to write in second language is not simply a matter of 

opportunities to write or revise.  

Likewise, writing is social because it is a social artifact and is carried out in a social setting. 

What we write, how we write, and who we write to is shaped by social convention and by our 

history of social interaction… the genres in which we write were invented by other writers and 

the phrases we write often reflect phrases earlier writer have written (Hayes, 1996; cited in 

Weigle, 2002) 

On the other hand, Bell and Buraby (1984) cited in Nunan (1989) explained writing as follow: 

It is an extremely complex cognitive activity in which the writer is required 

to demonstrate control of a number of variables simultaneously. At sentence 

level, these include control of content, format, sentence structure, 

vocabulary, punctuation, and spelling and letter formation. Beyond the 
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sentence, the writer must be able to structure and integrate information in 

to cohesive and coherent paragraphs and texts. 

Zamel (1982) added that “writing is a process through which meaning is created. This suggests 

composition instruction that recognizes the importance of generating, formulating, and refining 

one’s ideas.”Finally, writing, as compared to speaking, can be seen as a more standardized 

system which must be acquired through special instruction (Grabowski, 1996, cited in Weigle, 

2002). 

     2.2. Approaches to Teaching Writing 

Studies show that there are various approaches to teaching writing; however, the main 

approaches to teaching writing are process and product- oriented (Coffin et al, 2003).  According 

to the researcher, the product approach is the “traditional approach” that puts an emphasis on the 

accuracy, whereas a process-oriented approach concentrates on fluency. Additionally, 

researchers had made a study on the effectiveness of these approaches to improve students 

writing, thus they are described as follow:    

        2.2.1. Product-oriented approach 

A product approach is “a traditional approach in which students are encouraged to mimic a 

model text, usually is presented and analyzed at an early stage” (Gebrielatos, 2002). 

Researchers claimed that in product oriented approach, learners are engaged in imitating, 

copying and transforming models of correct language; therefore, learners are anticipated to 

master language at sentence level before producing complete paragraph (Nunan, 1991; Williams, 

2003; Kroll, 1990). Besides, Harmer (2001:257) claimed “when concentrating on the product we 

are only interested in the aim of the task and in the end product.” Nation (2009: 138) added that 

“product (summative assessment) aims at awarding grades, or passing or failing.” 

According to the researcher’s understanding, product oriented approach to teaching writing 

centered on what is done, rather than how is done, in other words, it does not encourage learners 

to work independently, rather learner practice on provided samples in a linear way in order to 
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produce a final written material, so teachers do not accurately evaluate the progress of the 

writing from one draft to another. 

Similar to these perspectives, Coffin et al. (2003: 9) & Mc Donough (2013) described: 

Teaching writing – whether in formal writing classes or as an activity 

within discipline-based courses, product- approach often entailed 

presenting students with models of good writing, and asking them to imitate 

these exemplars. Often, little analysis occurred of the various rhetorical 

aspects of the texts or the social contexts in which the texts functioned. The 

focus instead was on specific features of the written texts, for example, 

spelling, text structure, vocabulary, style. In addition, little attention was 

typically paid to the process of writing, including the conscious and 

unconscious decisions that writers make in order to communicate for 

different purposes and to different audiences. 

On the other hand, Wen (2013) stated that product-focused approach to EFL writing mainly 

refers to controlled or guided composition. It concentrates on specific features of the written 

language. Its primary goal is on formal accuracy and correctness, focuses on mastery of 

previously learned linguistic form of language to the production of original ideas, organization 

and style. In this approach the writer is simply manipulator of previously learned language 

structures; the teacher has a vital role as an editor or proofreader of the written work.  

Moreover, Hedge (1988) explained that product approach may include the skills of “getting the 

grammar right, having ranges of vocabulary, punctuating meaningfully, using the conventions of 

layout correctly, e.g. in letters, spelling accurately, using a range of sentence structure, linking 

ideas and information across sentence to develop a topic. 

In addition to this, Hyland (2003) added that writing, in this approach, may be looked up on as a 

logical and well-organized placement of words, clauses, and sentences according to rules of 

language. According to Hyland, the focus in this approach is control of grammar and vocabulary. 

Pincas (1984) also stated that writing is primarily about linguistic knowledge, with the attention 

focused on the appropriate use of vocabulary, syntax, and cohesive devices. She explained that 
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the teacher introduces a topic or uses guides provided by a text book, discusses them and may be 

provoke a little class discussion and then explain how students are going to write a composition 

based on them. Then, the students would be invited to write before handing their writings to 

teacher. The teacher grades the composition and makes some comments on the paper focus on 

form rather than content. Such approach is thoroughly teacher-centered. 

 

Figure 1: Four stages of product- approach (Steele: 2004) 

In conclusion, the goal of product-oriented approach is imitating model texts, organizing ideas 

more important than ideas themselves, sticking in the first daft, making practice through the 

control of the teacher, giving tasks individually rather than collaboratively and developing final 

version based on previously seen structures and vocabularies (Steele, 2004).     

         2.2.2. Process-oriented approach  

Kroll (2001) defined that process approach serves today as an umbrella for many types of writing 

courses. What the term captures is the fact that student writers engage in their writing tasks 

through a cyclic approach rather than a single-shot approach. They are not expected to produce 

and submit complete and polished responses to their writing assignments without going through 

stages of drafting and receiving feedback on their drafts from teachers, followed by revision of 

their evolving texts. 

Product-

approach

Familiarization= 

model texts are 

read

Controlled Writing= 

this consist of 

controlled practice, 

done in isolation

Guided Writing= 

focus on 

organization of an 

idea 

Free Writing=end 

result of the 

learning
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This writing approach was emerged from “the individualistic; expressivist” impulse in the late 

1960s and in the 1970s, in which the emphasis on product was transferred to the process of 

writing. The process approach infuses “greater respect for individual writers and for the writing 

itself” (Hyland, 2003; Coffin et al, 2003); as a result, teachers begin to put increasing emphasis 

on how the learners write well rather than what they have written (Su& Yang, 2001; cited in 

Wen, 2013), besides Coffine et al (2003) mentioned “ in process writing was chiefly on how 

students could express their identities, rather than on writing as something that occurs in a social 

context.” 

In addition, process writing is appropriate, especially for EFL learners because its prominent 

features are emphasize on fluency. As young learners learn to speak fluently, they also need how 

to write fluently (Cameron, 2001; cited in Linse, 2005:101). 

 Moreover, Williams (2003: 101) claimed that instruction in the process-oriented is top-down, 

not bottom-up, which means that the focus is on producing entire papers, not on grammar. 

Perhaps more important, however, is that process instruction aims to modify student behaviors to 

match those of good writers; it does not concentrate on form or rules. He added that the process 

approach recognizes that writing is a very personal activity in numerous respects, which means 

not only that there are many behaviors that are not universal, but also that there is variation 

within the universals. Thus, invention may take the form of discussion, brainstorming, outlining, 

and so forth, depending on a given writer’s preference and, no doubt, on the writing task at hand.              

Wen (2013) also asserted that process approach is a multiple-draft process which consists of 

prewriting, drafting, revising more than once. As far as the rhetoric composition is concerned, 

successful writing technique learning still requires the process approach. It centers on the 

elements of the paragraph (topic sentences, supporting sentences, concluding sentences, and 

transitions), and various ways to the development of the paragraph (illustration, exemplification, 

comparison, contrast, classification, definition, and so on). It also sees the elements of essays; 

such as introduction, body and conclusion and organizational patterns of essay types. Moreover, 

learners are given the opportunity to engage themselves on a wide range of writing process; as a 

result, it is contemplated as writer-centered approach. 
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Nunan (1991) added that in process-oriented approach, writers are encouraged to get their ideas 

on paper in any shape or form without worrying too much about formal correction, so it 

enhances motivation and positive attitude towards writing.” Moreover, Hyland (2003) believed 

that process writing open a way for learners to write and rewrite, so they can easily develop 

fluency.  

In process- oriented approach, feedback has a vital role to help students develop their writing. 

Therefore, “the intention of feedback is to be formative (process- oriented) to help students learn 

more (Brook hart, 2008; Sadler, 1989, cited in Askew, 2000).” Likewise, Nation (2009: 138) 

suggested the aim of process (formative assessment) is encouraging learners to keep writing and 

to write more, thus  providing constructive feedback on the content and form of writing is 

desirable. Nation (2009) added that “feedback is useful if it occurs several times during the 

writing process and is expressed in ways that the writer finds acceptable and easy to act on and it 

provide writers opportunity to focus on the language used in the writing.”  

On the other hand, Williams (2003: 101) stated that process- oriented was innovated for three 

reasons: the first is to ask students write often, in meaningful context, the second is in order to 

address frequent feedback on working progress and the last focus on making students revise 

numerously based on that feedback.  

Hyland (2009:80) listed out the characteristics of writing as a process  

o Writing is problem-solving: writers use invention strategies and extensive planning to 

resolve the rhetorical problems that each writing task presents. 

o Writing is generative: writers explore and discover ideas as they write. 

o Writing is recursive: writers constantly review and modify their texts as they write and 

often produce several drafts to achieve a finished product.  

o Writing is collaborative: writers benefit from focused feedback from a variety of sources.  

o Writing is developmental: writers should not be evaluated only on their final products but 

on their improvement. 
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           2.3. Writing Process  

Attention in process approaches to writing is paid to the steps and stages of writing that an 

individual writer might work through (Coffin et al, 2003; Linse, 2005; Hyland, 2009:81; 

Williams, 2003:101), they are sequenced as indicated below: 

 

 

Figure 2: Stages of process writing 

        2.4. Definitions of Feedback 

Feedback is input from a reader to a writer with the effect of providing information to the writer 

for revision, usually in the form of comments, questions, and suggestions (Keh, 1990). Sadler 

(1989) cited in Nicol (2009) added that “feedback is an information about the gap between what 

the student did (actual performance) and what was expected (the assignment outcomes), 

information that is intended to help the student close that gap.” Moreover, the writing feedback 

contains enough information that provides suggestions to facilitate improvement and provides 

opportunities for interaction between the teacher and the students (Hyland & Hyland, 2006). This 

feedback can be defined as writing extensive comments on student texts as a teacher’s response 
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to student efforts and at the same time seen as helping to improve them in writing (Hyland, 

2003). 

On the other hand, feedback is a word we use unthinkingly and inaccurately. We write ‘B’ at the 

top of paper and consider it feedback, but feedback is something different. It is useful 

information about performance…it is not evaluation. Feedback is value neutral help on worthy 

tasks. It describes what the learner did and did not do in relation to her/his goals. It is actionable 

information, and it empowers the student to make intelligent adjustment when she applies it to 

her/his next attempt to perform (Wiggins, 1997; cited in, Bruke & Pieterick, 2010:27). Brookhart 

(2008:31) defined. “Written feedback is a genre in its own- it deals with word choice and tone 

matters.” Ur (1991) added that in the context of teaching in general; feedback is information that 

is given to the learner about his or her performance of a learning task, usually with the objective 

of improving this performance. 

Moreover, teacher written feedback is any comments, questions or error corrections, praises and 

so on (Mack, 2009; cited in Razali & Jupri, 2014). Hattie and Timperley (2007) underpinned 

feedback should be the “consequence” of performance. They added “feedback reduces the 

discrepancies between the current performance and desired goal.” Hyland and Hyland (2006) 

also defined teacher written feedback as purely informational with its position as a medium for 

the teacher to channel response and advices in assisting students’ improvement. 

Finally, Nelson & Schunn (2009) reviewed that feedback has three definitions from different 

perspectives: the first is in its motivational meaning, feedback, like praise, could be considered a 

motivator that increases a general behavior (e.g., writing or revision activities overall). The 

second is in a reinforcement meaning; feedback may specifically reward or punish very 

particular prior behaviors (e.g., a particular spelling error or particular approach to a concluding 

paragraph). The last one is in an informational meaning: feedback might consist of information 

used by a learner to change performance in a particular direction (rather than just towards or 

away from a prior behavior). 
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        2.5. Importance of Teacher Written Feedback 

Obviously, written feedback is an essential aspect of learning writing lessons, so researchers, like 

Brookhart (2008:31) stated that “Writing good feedback requires an understanding that language 

does more than describe our world; it helps us construct our world.” She also said written 

feedback is most helpful as formative assessment on drafts of assignments, although it is also 

helpful on summative assessments if students are provided with opportunities to apply the 

feedback.  Peterson (2010:1) added that it is available aid to improve students’ writing skill. In 

addition to this, Wen (2013) explained that teacher written feedback is indispensable on the 

whole process of writing. It helps to identify interpretation gap between teachers and students, 

and then provide an opportunity to take remedial action. 

On the other hand, Coffin et al. (2003) stated the purposes of providing feedback, these are to 

support students’ writing development, to teach, or reinforce, a particular aspect of disciplinary 

content, to teach specific academic writing conventions, to indicate strengths and weaknesses of 

a piece of writing (perhaps in relation to a set of criteria), to explain or justify a grade, and to 

suggest how a student may improve in their next piece of writing. 

Moreover, Zhan (2016) added that teacher written feedback plays an important role in improving 

students’ writing skills. It provides a valuable opportunity for individualized, text-based, 

contextualized instruction from teachers, especially in foreign language writing, both teachers 

and students believe that teacher feedback on student writing is a critical part of writing 

instruction and can have a great influence on student writing.  In addition to this, teacher written 

feedback is crucial for students’ revision process as it helps to pinpoint their strengths and 

weaknesses (Silver and Lee, 2007; cited in Razali & Jupri, 2014). 

       2.6. Feedback and Motivation 

Feedback and motivation have significant effect in teaching writing, so behaviorists believed that 

“Positive feedback is much more effective than negative feedback in changing pupil behavior” 

(Nunan, 1991: 195).  
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 Richards and Lockhart (1994: 188), on the other hand, put the purpose of feedback in language 

teaching, so providing feedback to learners in order to see their performance is an important 

aspect of teaching; consequently, Feedback may not only let them get aware of how they  

perform, but also create them a situation to increase motivation.  

On the other hand, Askew (2000: 7) made a distinction between positive and negative feedback 

as follow: 

Positive feedback refers to judgments implying satisfaction with the 

learner’s performance. Positive feedback is only positive if it helps 

learning. The impact of positive feedback may be to motivate; for example, 

by increasing confidence, making new meaning, increasing understanding, 

helping to make links and connections (similarly, Nation, 2009). Negative 

feedback implies criticism and the need for changes. It demotivates; for 

example, discouraging, being overly judgmental, critical, giving unclear or 

contradictory message and encouraging dependency on others for assessing 

progress.  

Concerning students’ reaction with feedback, Ferris (2003) find out that feedback may reduce 

students’ motivation if they do not receive what they expect from teachers. As a result, Scales 

(2008) suggested that feedback should be motivating; teachers need to consider limited or 

excessively feedback is demotivating.  

Wen (2013) claimed that “Providing appropriate written feedback requires the teacher to think it 

over seriously not only in cognitive way (e.g. on form), but also in affective way.” On the other 

hand, Krashen’s (1982:31) affective filter hypothesis “captures the relationship between affective 

variables and the process of L2 acquisition”. This means the affective filter has a vital role in an 

input process. To promote students’ interest towards writing, the writers’ personality, such as 

self-confidence, self-esteem, must be taken into consideration.  

Moreover, teacher’s feedback on errors is much appreciated by students. “The lack of such 

feedback may lead to anxiety and resentment, which could decrease motivation and lower 

confidence in their teachers”, (Ferris, 2004:56; cited in Razali & Jupri, 2014). 
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  2.7. Types of Feedback 

Ferris (2011) urged that the attention drawn on the effect of types of feedback on students 

writing could be more advantageous than choosing no error feedback. Therefore, Ellis (2009) 

and Ferris (2011) identified the following feedback types: 

           2.7.1. Direct feedback  

This is defined as the way of providing feedback with the correct form. It focuses on correcting 

word, morpheme, phrase, rewrite sentence, deleted words and morphemes (Ellis, 2009). In 

addition, Ferris (2011) suggested that if students revise their work on the basis of the error 

feedback, they are anticipated to bring high level of accuracy, besides she denoted that in the 

short term writing process, students can be beneficiary from direct feedback than indirect to 

develop accuracy. 

On the other hand, Ellis (2009) pointed out that direct feedback has an advantage that it provides 

learners with explicit guidance about how to correct their errors. He believed this is clearly 

desirable if learners do not know what the correct form or when students are not capable of self – 

correcting the error. On the other hand, Ellis claimed that direct feedback is better than indirect 

feedback with student writers of low levels of proficiency. However, a disadvantage is that it 

requires minimal processing on the part of the learner and thus, although it might help them to 

produce the correct form when they revise their writing, it may not contribute to a long – term 

learning. 

         2.7.2. Indirect feedback  

This occurs when teacher indicates the error that has been made, but leaves it to the student 

writer to solve the problem and correct the error.  This can be done by underlining the errors or 

by placing a cross in the margin next to the line containing the error (Ellis, 2009). As Ferris 

(2003) generalized from different studies, indirect feedback is considered helpful as it leads 

students to greater cognitive engagement, besides indirect feedback is often preferred to direct 

feedback on the grounds that it caters to guided learning and problem solving and encourages 

students to reflect about linguistic forms. 
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        2.7.3. Descriptive versus Evaluative feedback  

On the other hand feedback, as Askew (2000) & Brookhart (2008) reviewed that feedback, in 

terms of content can be classified into descriptive and evaluative. According to the researchers, 

students who receive descriptive feedback are more beneficial than those who receive evaluative 

feedback because descriptive feedback is task-oriented in which it enables learners identify their 

gaps and it shows them  a direction of what they should next, where as evaluative feedback  

gives a judgment of what is done. 

     2.8. Pedagogic Rationales of Teacher Written Feedback  

Arndt (1993), cited in Wen (2013) claimed that the current theory and practice in writing 

pedagogy acknowledges that the nature of the writing process is fundamentally social. “Writing 

is seen not as a de-contextualized solo-performance but as an interactive, social process of 

construction of meaning between writer and reader.” 

Concerning the feedback provision on students’ writing, researchers had provided different 

views. As a result, Kroll (1990: 178) stated that “Much of the conflict over teacher response to 

written work has been whether teacher feedback should focus on form (i.e. grammar, mechanics) 

or on content (i.e. organization, amount of detail),” thus Fathman and Whalley (1990) by Hyland 

(2003:184) felt that texts improved most when students received feedback on both content and 

form.  

On the other hand, other researchers believed that teachers should be determined to identify clear 

ways to help the students improve their writing. For example, Edge (1989) pointed out “a teacher 

need to decide day after day, lesson after lesson and minute after minute: whether to correct, 

when to correct, what to correct and how to correct,” besides Kroll (1990) pointed out teacher 

and student need to work more on establishing agreement between their separate agenda for 

feedback and on expanding the repertoire of strategies student might employ in driving maximal 

benefit from the feedback they do receive, making choice about appropriate and effective 

pedagogical approach to provide feedback on written work. 
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Moreover, Askew (2000) summarized what an effective written feedback should like to be:  

The teacher must give feedback against the focused learning objectives of 

the task, highlighting where success occurred against those objectives and 

suggesting where improvement might take place against those objectives 

and notifying appropriate prompts or strategies to enable students to make 

those improvements are signs of effective feedback. 

On the other hand, the use of praise and criticism in written feedback is complex. Teachers do 

not simply appraise writing, but hope to use the opportunity for teaching and reinforcing writing 

behaviors. Therefore, teachers need to fulfill several conflicting roles as they give feedback. The 

teacher should act as a teacher, proofreader, facilitator, gatekeeper, evaluator, and reader at the 

same time (Leki, 1990; Reid, 1994; cited in Hyland and Hyland, 2001). Nevertheless, teachers 

assess writing and written feedback is influenced by their beliefs. This is the result of personal 

construct, so such insincere praise is unlikely to encourage good writing (Anson, 1989; cited in 

Hyland & Hyland, 2001). As a result, Brophy (1981) by Hyland & Hyland (2001) suggested the 

effective praise needs to be credible and informative.  

From Ferris (2003:118) point of view, teachers should set sound principles to respond to 

students’ writing, explain feedback philosophies and strategies to students and making it 

consistent, and grab students’ attention for considering and utilizing feedback etc could create an 

opportunity for effective feedback practice. 

In addition to this, Nation (2009) suggested that “teachers need to look at their feedback to make 

sure it is covering the range of possibilities.” According to Nation, teachers are expected to have 

schemes to establish feedback on students writing. Therefore, their comments could focus on 

students’ ideas in the writing (Are they relevant?), the organization of their ideas (Are they well 

organized? Does the organization make the ideas clear and interesting?), the way the ideas are 

expressed in the text (Is the language use appropriate and clear?). To make sure feedback covers 

a range of possibilities marking sheet divided into categories is desirable. Coffin et al (2003:113) 

added that “in providing written feedback on students work, feedback should be structured, as 

opposed to entirely open ended.”  
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Regarding teachers’ response on students’ writing, Raimes (1991) believed that it can be done 

for different purpose:  

Teachers evaluate students’ writing by giving grade, they locate, indicate 

the nature of and/or correct the students’ error, they make suggestions for 

changes, they comment on strategies, they ask questions, they criticize, they 

describe and praise.  

Furthermore, (Hyland, 2003:185) pointed out the issues that a teacher should emphasize while 

providing feedback, so a teacher written feedback should respond to all aspects of student texts: 

structure, organization, style, content and presentation, but it is not necessary to cover every 

aspect on every draft at every stage of the teaching writing cycle. 

On the other hand, Harmer (1991: 262) explained the role of teacher as feedback provider: 

Teacher should respond positively and encouragingly to the content of what 

the students have written. When offering correction teachers should choose 

what and how much to focus on based on what students need at this 

particular stage of their studies, and on the task they have undertaken.  

 Moreover, Ferris (2011) suggested concerning the involvement of students in feedback process, 

thus error correction could be effective if it is not always directed by the teacher, so learners need 

to consider self-editing practice. However, teachers should instruct their learners develop self-

editing strategies because they may feel reluctant while editing their own errors, besides applying 

indirect feedback can create an opportunity to promote self-editing skill better than direct 

feedback 

In addition to this,  Ferris & Hedgcock (2005:190) cited in Ferris (2007) suggested that in 

responding to students’ written work, the teacher is not the only respondent, but the teacher 

should provide both encouragement and constructive criticism through their feedback, teacher 

should treat their students as individuals and consider their written feedback as part of ongoing 

conversation between themselves and each student, and teacher should take care to 

“appropriating” or taking over, a student’s text. 
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Nation (2009) also mentioned ways that help teachers address their feedback, so teacher can give 

written feedback to the whole class, group and individuals. According to Nation, written 

feedback in class could be in connection with the common weakness and strengths in their 

writing, so written report is needed to meet the learners’ behavior equally. As a result, the report 

may deals with what the best piece of writing were like, what the common error and weakness 

were and what to do about the. This strategy may allow teachers use their time efficiently. 

Besides, written feedback on individual students’ written work need not be extensive if teachers 

are able to include them in reports delivered to the class.  

Likewise, Hyland (2003: 211) stated that teacher –student conferencing is a technique that 

teachers can use to give feedback through face to face conferencing. It can supplement the 

limitation of one way written feedback with opportunity for the teacher and student to negotiate 

the meaning of text through dialogue. 

On teachers’ approaches towards feedback provision, Hyland and Hyland (2001) suggested that 

it may be quite difficult, and unhelpful, to follow specific rules too strictly as different 

assignments and different students require different types of responses. The most flexible 

approach may be for teachers to select from the overarching functions of praise, criticism, and 

suggestions in their comments. 

Finally, researchers, like Truscott (2009) think that written feedback on students’ writing is 

harmful due to the general quality and teachers’ approach of feedback provision, but if teachers 

use appropriate pedagogical approaches, it can be valuable. For example, if feedback has clarity, 

specificity, appropriate tone, and then it can have a positive impact on students’ writing 

improvement (Brookhart, 2008: 32).  

Furthermore, if teachers have good error treatment practice, students may find feedback helpful. 

Therefore, Hyland (2003: 205) suggested that sentence level errors can be delayed to a later draft 

as major part of the paper may be changed or revised, but teachers cannot ignore cases where 

students have confused text stages, use inappropriate text structure, or make tense and 

vocabulary choices that grossly interfere with the successful expression of their ideas. 
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 Hyland also suggested different principles to help teachers decide which error they should target 

on when they give feedback, so they are described as follows:  

The first is genre: this deals with specific error that center on the errors 

particular to the current target text-type. The second is stigmatizing errors: 

this refer to those that most disturb the particular target community of 

reader. The third is comprehensibility errors: this denotes the errors that 

interferes the clarity of the writing. The four is frequent errors: this focus 

on those consistently made by the individual student across his or her 

writing. The last is student- identified errors: this deals with errors that 

student would like the teacher to focus on. 

In teaching writing, feedback can be given in a various ways. As a result, Nation (2009:122) 

stated that “there are various ways of organizing feedback on writing, including feedback from 

the teacher, feedback from other learners, and self-reflection and feedback by the writer,” so this 

implies that in the process of feedback provision teacher is not the only feedback supplier, thus 

teachers can give a role for others whenever necessary.   

     2.9. Forms of Teacher Written Feedback  

It is evident that feedback has a vital role in developing students’ writing skill; however, the 

techniques that English teachers use may vary from one to another. Therefore, students’ success 

may be determined by the teachers’ performance and qualities of feedback techniques. 

According to Hyland (2003:180; Nation, 2009) there are variety of techniques have been 

proposed to provide teacher feedback to students, the most common being commentary, cover 

sheets, minimal marking, taped comments, and electronic feedback. However, few of the 

feedback techniques may not be relevant due to environmental, technical and economical factors. 

           2.9.1. Commentary 

The most common type of teacher written feedback consists of handwritten commentary on the 

student paper itself. This kind of feedback is best seen as responding to students’ work rather 

than evaluating what they have done, stating how the text appears to us as readers, how 
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successful we think it has been, and how it could be improved. If time allows, responses may 

take the form of both marginal and end comments (Hyland, 2003).  

According to Zamel (1985) commentary feedback can be effective to both teachers and students 

if the comments are clear, genuine, relevant and specific to the work of the students, and if the 

teacher suggests some helpful strategies the writer could use to revise his/her work. 

          2.9.2. Rubrics 

A variation on commentary, and often accompanying it on final drafts, is the use of cover sheets 

which set out the criteria that have been used to assess the assignment and how the student has 

performed in relation to these criteria. They are useful in making grading decisions explicit and 

showing what the teacher values in a particular piece of writing (Hyland, 2003). 

         2.9.3. Minimal marking 

This refers to a type of in-text, form-based feedback. It focuses on indicating the location and 

perhaps type of error, rather than direct correction. It is more effective in stimulating a student 

response (Bates et al., 1993; Ferris, 1997, cited in Hyland, 2003) and also perhaps in developing 

self-editing strategies. This technique makes correction neater and less threatening than masses 

of red ink and helps students to find and identify their mistakes. A disadvantage, however, is that 

it is not always possible to unambiguously categorize a problem, particularly when it extends 

beyond a sentence boundary (Hyland, 1990, cited in Hyland, 2003). 

         2.9.4. Taped commentary 

An alternative to marginal comments is recording remarks on a tape recorder and writing a 

number on the student paper to indicate what the comment refers to (Hyland, 1990, cited in 

Hyland, 2003). According to Hyland (2003) this not only saves time and adds novelty; it 

provides listening practice for learners and assists those with an auditory learning style 

preference. It also shows the writer how someone responds to their writing as it develops, where 

ideas get across, where confusion arises, where logic or structure breaks down 
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       2.9.5. Electronic feedback 

According to Hyland (2003) teachers can provide comments on electronic submissions by email 

or by using the comment function, which allows feedback to be displayed in a separate window 

while reading a word processed text. These new channels of written feedback offer teachers 

greater flexibility in their responding practices, but ultimately convenience is likely to be the 

deciding factor in which are used. 

        2.9.6. Reformulation 

Teachers reconstruct the students’ entire text to make the language seem as native-like as 

possible while keeping the content of the original intact (Ellis, 2009). 

     2.10. Feedback and Dialogical Characteristics 

From Coffin et al. (2003: 121) points of view, feedback dialogue is defined as follows: 

 A feedback dialogue is an approach to feedback which emphasizes an 

exchange of views, comments and questions between students and tutors. 

These can be in spoken or written form, in face-to-face or on-line contexts. 

If lecturer and tutor feedback is to be useful, it is important to encourage 

students to see it as part of a dialogue or conversation with them about 

their writing.  

In the past, feedback was unlikely to give attention for the social context, thus Nicol (2010) 

claimed that written feedback was seen as a monologue activity, but to make feedback effective, 

it must be embedded in dialogical contexts, that is,  feedback activities should be  shared 

between teachers and students. Taras (2003) added that in teaching and learning process, 

feedback is considered as a teacher-owned endeavor. Likewise, feedback should be 

conceptualized as a dialogical and contingent two way process that involves coordinated teacher-

student and peer to peer interaction (Ferris, 2011).  

On the other hand, Laurillard (2002) cited in Nicol (2010) identified four characteristics 

that underpin effective dialogue:  
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It should be adaptive, that is, contingent on students’ needs; it should be 

discursive, rich in two-way communicative exchanges; it should be 

interactive, linked to actions related to a task goal; and reflective, it should 

encourage students and teachers to reflect on the ‘goal–action–feedback 

cycle’. The purpose of dialogue is to help students understand concepts and 

ideas and to apply their understanding in learning tasks. 

Furthermore, Teacher written feedback must take into account the interplay between teachers, 

students, texts, and writing purposes and so consider written comments as ‘‘multidimensional 

social acts in their own right ’’(Sperling, 1994: 202; cited in Hyland & Hyland, 2001). Hyland 

(2003:180) also added that students’ interest towards feedback varies from individual to 

individual. Some students want praise, others see it as condescending; some want a response to 

their ideas, others demand to have all their errors marked; some use teacher commentary 

effectively, others ignore it altogether. It can be difficult for teachers to fulfill to all these 

different perceptions and expectations, but a full dialogue with individual students is often 

beneficial. 

Moreover, Nicol (2009:5) suggested issues that help to promote written feedback and interaction 

between teachers and students. The first is teachers must tailor their feedback comments to 

students need. Feedback process in large class could be challenging; however, designing teacher 

– student interaction in a way that promote responsive and contingent feedback practice develop 

the process. Secondly, teacher should integrate students with variety of feedback responses. 

Thirdly, feedback must be geared to strengthening the students’ ability to judge the quality of 

their own work. 

Finally, Coffin et al. (2003:122) mentioned that in order for feedback to function successfully as 

‘scaffolding’, whereby the teacher guides and supports students in their writing, the teacher’s 

comments should not be seen as an end in themselves but rather as the beginning of a discussion 

or dialogue with students. 
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    2.11. Relation between Feedback and Revision 

Certainly, written feedback without revision is worthless because the next stage after students 

receive feedback is revision, so students look for filling their gap based on the comments. For 

this reason, Hyland (2003) said “feedback emphasizes a process of writing and rewriting where 

the text is not seen as self-contained, but points forward to other texts the student will write.” 

 On the other hand, considering the importance of feedback and revision, researchers provided 

different points of view; for example, Chandler (2003) stated that “if students do not revise their 

writing based on feedback about errors, having teachers’ mark errors is equivalent to giving no 

error feedback because the students’ new writing cannot increase in correctness.” 

In addition to this, Kroll (1990) & Zamel (1982) stated that revision on the basis of the written 

feedback has a positive effect on the quality and accuracy of student writing. However, 

comments have great influence for the revision process, thus Sommers (1982) felt that 

“thoughtful comments create the motive for revising.” Likewise,  Brookhart (2008) suggested 

that teachers should design activities to help learners use feedback on previous work to produce 

better work, so preparing successive assignments and in-class activities, and then letting them 

redo opens a way to make feedback meaningful, besides making connection between the 

feedback they received and improvement of the work is desirable.  

Finally, even though teacher written feedback has brought positive changes in students’ writing 

and also motivation, feedback alone is inadequate in helping students to improve. This may be 

due to the students’ meta- cognitive knowledge, inadequacy on the successful way to do revision 

based on the feedback given. Moreover,  low English proficiency and lack of appropriate 

strategies for providing explanations might not lead to successful revision by the students despite 

providing feedback (silver & Lee, 2007; cited in Razali & Jupri, 2014). Therefore, “teachers 

need to consider what students want from feedback and what they attend to in their revisions 

(Hyland, 2003).” 
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     2.12. Problems Related to Written Feedback Practice 

Feedback is a highly valued instrument; therefore, researchers showed great determination to 

reveal the challenges. As a result, this study needs to focus on this area to make other researchers 

and teachers look the problems attentively.  

Hyland and Hyland (2006) claimed that teacher written feedback plays a vital role even though 

teachers are not using their full potential due to the fact that researchers were not determined 

about the positive impact of feedback on students’ writing development.  

For this reason, researchers identified different problem why feedback was ineffective. For 

example, Coffin et al (2003) mentioned that there is a mismatch between teachers and students’ 

understanding about what is required in academic writing - feedback does not always correspond 

to published guidelines or criteria. It is expressed on basis of personal interest and giving and 

receiving feedback are emotional.” Moreover, Semke (1984) suggested that correcting is tedious 

task and time consuming, besides  students’ reaction with the teacher after they receive feedback 

is negative; teacher may also frustrate due to realization of a number of ‘red marks’ on papers for 

its quality, so learners would improve their writing if they are engaged in free writing.  

According to Hargreaves and McCallum cited in Askew (2000) pointed out “teachers often 

specified students’ attainment and improvements, but rarely against the learning intentions of the 

task.” They also suggested teachers felt happy when they put massive errors feedback on surface 

of students’ written work, which was criticized for providing little support on students’ writing 

progress.  On the other hand, Ferris (2003:117) claimed teachers worry about how to identify and 

prioritize issues in student writing and how to construct responses that are clear and helpful. 

They also frustrate by the amount of time it takes to comment on students writing. 

In addition to this, teachers misread students texts, are inconsistent in their reactions, make 

arbitrary corrections, write contradictory comments, provide vague prescriptions, impose abstract 

rules and standards, respond to texts as fixed and final products, and rarely make content- 

specific comments or offer specific strategies for revising the texts (Zamel, 1985; in Hyland, 

2003; Coffin et al, 2003)  . 
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 Bitchener & Ferris (2017:186-187) added that even though teachers do not doubt the importance 

of providing their learners with written feedback, it does not mean that all teachers necessarily 

provide their learners with written feedback in the same way or with the same level of 

commitment. Moreover, they stated that teachers who have background on written feedback will 

likely to understand where errors have occurred in a learners’ written text, why they have 

occurred, and how they can be corrected; however, not all teachers may sufficiently equipped to 

provide effective written feedback. Therefore, previous studies on written feedback denoted that 

even though it is important to improve students writing, they also raise few questions on its 

efficacy. Likewise, Sommers (1982) stated that even though written comments are beneficial, 

teachers lack pedagogic skill, so are unproductive, and felt that comments take students’ 

attention from their own purpose as they were compelled to apply teachers’ written comment and 

being unable to be text-specific was revealed in its study. 

As Kroll (1990) reviewed different researchers’ work, teacher written feedback mostly focused 

on mechanics and grammar, some dealt with vocabulary, few concentrates on organization, and 

little or no attention was given to content, so teachers played role of judge of their work; on 

contrary, their preference shows to the reverse because majority of the students need detail 

feedback on content and organization consequently, and little on grammar and vocabulary.  

Moreover, a mismatch between teacher written feedback on students’ writing and learners’ 

interest, that is teachers do not present what students would like to get, so this problem lies in the 

nature of the teachers’ feedback, which is unclear, inaccurate, and unbalanced comment on the 

aspects of writing, comments provide much attention for negative points, and are also 

unstructured to help writer to develop their ideas (Ibid: 155).  

Stern & Solomon (2006) also suggested most teachers comments are on the micro-level: 

spelling, grammar and punctuation, word choice, etc. Additionally, over half percent of the 

comments concentrate on the “overall quality” of the completed assignment. Larger rhetorical 

comments on issues such as organization, idea development, and support for ideas were not 

nearly as common. 

In conclusion, even though written feedback is indispensable to improve students’ writing, 

teachers’ practice on feedback provision is not as needed.         
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     2.13. Recommendations about Written Feedback 

Having understood the importance of feedback, researchers recommended different strategies. 

For example, Ferris (2003) suggested teachers’ burden while they provide written feedback 

could be minimized by getting to know the student and his/her writing as it helps teachers know 

what issues to select and prioritize, avoiding the need to address every problem you see in a 

student, providing feedback through a thoughtful selection of feedback points and considering 

written feedback as part of dynamic two-way communication.  

On the other hand, other researchers mentioned that teachers’ comment should center on content 

and organization rather than grammar and spelling errors (Ur, 1996; Linse, 2005; Nation, 2009). 

Ur (1996) added that evaluation should takes place on basis of rewritten, polished version.  Ferris 

(2011:79) also suggested “attempting to mark all student error is risky because it is exhausting 

for teachers and overwhelming for students.”   

As Kroll (1990) summarized different researchers’ work,  teacher and student need to work more 

on establishing agreement between their separate agenda for feedback and on expanding the 

repertoire of strategies student might employ in driving maximal benefit from the feedback they 

do receive, reaching in a common consensus for revision because it has positive effect on the 

quality and accuracy of student writing and making choice about appropriate and effective 

pedagogical approach to provide feedback on written work. 

Moreover, Edge (1989) claimed that students should write their first draft with the intention of 

improving it in the second draft and recommended if teachers need to keep records of grades in 

their writing, they can do it on the second draft because comparing the first and second written 

work can result in successful writing outcome. He added that “Correction should not mean 

insisting on everything being absolutely correct; it is needed to aware students’ use of accurate 

language.”  Therefore, teachers’ comment should show that they react with students’ view in 

their writing, so “Good point,” “That is interesting” and “Yes, I feel that way sometimes” etc. 

encourage learners express their view clearly, besides, Linse (2005) recommended “teacher 

feedback should both compliment and provide suggestion where the student came make 

improvements.” 
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In addition to this, teachers can provide feedback on aspects of writing by setting scale, that is 1 

to 5, and comment on side of it to indicate strength and weakness, so richness of vocabulary, 

mechanics (spelling, punctuation), grammatical accuracy and complexity, organization and 

coherence, and content could be criterion. Each is done on basis of the scale (Heaton, 1988:146; 

Nation, 2009:141). 

Keh (1990) added that the teacher should respond as a concerned reader to a writer rather than a 

grammarian or grade-giver; should indicate improvements: “good”, plus reasons why; refer to a 

specific problem, plus strategy for revision; write questions with enough information for students 

to answer; write summative comment of strengths and weaknesses; ask “honest” questions as a 

reader to a writer rather than statements which assume too much about the writer’s intentional 

meaning.  

In addition to this, Harmer (2001:261-262) recommended that the role of teachers when they 

provide writing tasks to students should be as a motivator, resource and feedback provider. He 

added that teacher as a motivator should “create the right condition for the generation of ideas, 

persuade them of the usefulness of the activity and encourage them to make as much effort as 

possible for maximum benefit.”  Teacher as a resource deals with preparing oneself to look 

students’ written work, offering advice and suggestion in a constructive and tactful way. Finally, 

teacher as feedback provider concentrates on teacher should provide feedback with special care. 

“Teacher should respond positively and encouragingly to the content of what the students have 

written.”  

On the other hand, Nicol (2010:512-513) suggested a written feedback comments should be 

A) Understandable: expressed in a language that students can clearly understand it. 

B) Selective: commenting in a reasonable detail on two or three things that students can do 

something about. 

C) Specific: pointing to instance in the students’ submission where the feedback applies. 

D) Timely: given in time to help students improve in the next assignments. Hattie and 

Timperley (2007) suggested feedback has to be given as soon as possible after the 

completion of the learning task. Brookhart (2008: 10) added the purpose of giving 
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immediate or only slightly delayed feedback is to help students use it. Feedback needs to 

come while students are mindful of the topic, assignment or performance in a question. 

E) Non- judgmental: feedback should be descriptive rather than evaluative, focusing on 

learning goals not just performance goals. 

F) Balanced: contain positive and indicate where students need improvement. 

G) Forward looking: suggest how students might improve in the subsequent assignments. 

H) Transferable: focus on process, skills and self-regulatory process not just knowledge of 

content. 

I) Personal: referring to what is already known about the student and her or his previous 

work. Therefore, teachers need to fulfill these scientific views to provide effective written 

feedback. 

Furthermore, Brookhart (2008) suggested that feedback should be criterion referenced, timely, 

descriptive, positive, clear, process-oriented and specific and phrased in a way that affirms 

students as the agent of their own learning.  

Finally, in thinking about how a teacher can improve the feedback he/she provides on students’ 

writing, coffin et al.(2003: 128-129) suggested the following points to be fulfilled by teachers, 

such as the timing of feedback, the specific purposes the teacher has for providing feedback, 

what the teacher wishes to focus on in commenting on students’ work, what should be the focus 

of different sets of comments, how far the teacher is able to engage in discussion, what the 

teacher can do to ensure feedback practices, and the specific wording of feedback are understood 

by students, what guidance the teacher can provide for students, how the teacher can word 

feedback to engage in the kind of teaching he/she feels is important (e.g. to provide positive 

comments, to question, or to engage in debate with students), how feedback may be used to 

foster a particular kind of relationship with students, where and how the teacher writes feedback, 

whether the teacher can adopt feedback practices that encourage greater dialogue with students, 

how the teacher can take account of differences between students, and how students can be 

encouraged to take responsibility for their own writing. 

Thus, teachers should not center on the surface feature of students’ writing because feedback is a 

scientific activity. For this reason, feedback should aim at fulfilling various techniques in order 
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to sustain students’ writing progress, besides to provide effective feedback, teachers need to be 

preplanned and conscious for what they want to achieve, particularly questions, such as how 

should I address my written feedback, what seems the performance of the students, how can my 

students deal with the provided feedback, what should be my contribution to help students 

engage with feedback, what is the interest of the students and when should I provide etc should 

be taken in to account.  
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     CHAPTER THREE 

     RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

      3.1. Research Design 

The researcher intended to employ both qualitative and quantitative data; as a result, this study 

employed a descriptive survey design.  

      3.2. Research Methodology 

A descriptive research design involves both qualitative and quantitative methods (Singh, 2006), 

so in ordered to describe what seems the situation or current practice numerically and textually, 

both methods were selected.  

     3.3. Population and Sample Size  

        3.3.1. Population Size                                                                                                    

The student population size of this study was 1030 that were enrolled in 2010 in grade 11. This 

population size represented the three participant schools. In addition to this, 29 English teachers 

were found in the three schools. Finally, five preparatory schools grouped under ‘Yifat Cluster’ 

were included in the population size. 

       3.3.2.   Sample Size 

Singh (2006) suggested that “Descriptive research typically uses larger samples; it is sometimes 

suggested that one should select 10-20 per cent of the accessible population for the sample; for 

this reason, this study employed 20% (206) out of the total student population. Moreover, the 

whole English teachers, that is, 7 English teachers were participants in this study. Finally, three 

Preparatory schools were also chosen as a ample of this study.    

    3.4. Sampling Techniques 

Primarily the researcher wished to determine number of participant schools in this study; 

consequently, three Preparatory Schools were considered worthwhile. These schools were 

chosen out of the total number of the 5 schools on the basis of judgmental sampling. In the 

process of selection, researcher’s was aware of the schools’ communities good rapport and the 
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practice of experience sharing, so it was supposed that they had similar knowledge on the study 

area, thus the sampling type was found preferable.   

Secondly, the researcher made a choice on applicable sampling technique for the student 

population, so a systematic random sampling was employed. As a result, by dividing the total 

population (1030) to the sample size (206), then the result is K
th

 = 5. This let the researcher pick 

every 5
th

 of the total population, so out of 1 to 5, number 2 was chosen as the initial number, so 

standing from 2 the researcher took the numbers that are found by adding 5 from the total 

population arranged on the basis of their roll numbers. Moreover, the participants for the 

interview from each school were selected on the basis of simple random sampling out of the total 

sample size of the study.  

Finally, the teacher participants were selected on the basis of purposive sampling. Even though 

other English teachers that taught other grade levels could have the chance to participate in the 

study, the researcher preferred to use the teachers that taught only grade 11 by that time in order 

to obtain genuine information.  

     3.5. Data Collection Instruments 

          3.5.1. Questionnaire 

The researcher believed that choosing questionnaire provides an access to numerous source of 

information, so it opens a way to give accurate generalization. Dornyie (2007) stated 

questionnaires are versatile, which means they can be used with variety of people in a variety of 

situation, let participants fill their perception freely and it offers anonymity. As a result, in this 

study, 17 close ended questions were prepared to collect quantitative data from students. In order 

to ensure variety, the researcher applied two kinds of scales. The first one is likert scale that 

involves ‘Strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree and strongly disagree’ to assess the ways 

EFL teachers apply written feedback and students’ feelings towards teacher written feedback. 

Secondly, rating scales such as ‘Always, usually, sometimes, rarely and never’ were used to 

assess the regularity of teacher written feedback. Finally, students’ questionnaires were 

translated from English into Amharic to avoid confusion. 
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       3.5.2. Interview 

This instrument was intended to elicit genuine information from teachers and students, so the 

researcher prepared a semi-structured interview because semi- structured interview allows 

interviewer to be flexible, thus the interviewee develop ideas and speak more widely 

(Denscombe, 2003). In addition to this, Dornyei (2007) believed that interview is “adding flesh 

to the bones,” this will be invaluable to see any deviation that might be found on data collected 

through the other instruments since it allows the researcher access himself to face to face 

communication. For this reason, the researcher conducted an interview from 7 English teachers 

and 10 students. The interview was designed for two purposes. First, it could open a space to 

make a triangulation with the other data sources, like questionnaire, and by asking related 

questions while the researcher interviewed the participants. Second, a long waited face to face 

communication might create suitable situation to obtain dependable information. While carrying 

out the interview, the researcher recorded data using hand writing in order to keep anonymity or 

convenience of the interviewees.  

        3.5.3. Document analysis 

 In this study, this instrument was used for two purposes. First, it let the researcher reveal the 

main focus of teachers’ written feedback and second, it avoided confusions that occur on data 

gathered through questionnaire because it reduced the extent to which the researcher trusts the 

face value as it relies on direct assessment of students’ written work. As a result, data were 

gathered from students’ written work, especially assignments. Denscombe (2003) stated that 

documents can be treated as a source of data in their own right-content analysis is also part of 

documentary sources, so content analysis allows researchers identify what the text establish as 

relevant, the priorities portrayed through the text; therefore, in choosing this tool, the researcher 

wanted to accomplish the following issues; firstly to check the way EFL teachers supply 

feedback on students’ writings; secondly to examine the relevance of the written feedback.  

      3.6. Methods of Data Analysis  

            3.6.1. Analysis of questionnaire data  

Having collected the responses from the students’ questionnaires, the researcher translated from 

Amharic to English, edited, coded and categorized the data depend on the objectives, and then 
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filled the raw data to SPSS version 20. After that the result gained from the items were organized 

in tables on the basis of the objective they meet. Finally, the researcher described the frequency 

and percentiles textually; moreover, the disagreed and totally disagreed as well as the agreed and 

totally agreed groups were summed up and described in percentiles to evaluate the variation, 

besides the mean value was calculated.  

         3.6.2. Analysis of interview 

Once the data were gathered through interview, the researcher evaluated their relevance. After 

that the researcher categorized the information in two ways. First, ideas that had 

interconnectedness were mentioned as a group’s idea. Second, teachers’ points of view that were 

different from each other were discussed separately. In addition to this, teachers’ educational 

back ground was taken into account during the analysis process. Finally, data gathered from 

students were translated from Amharic to English and data obtained from both teachers and 

students are discussed by assigning headings. 

       3.6.3. Analysis of data from document 

Primarily, the researcher collected the respondents’ assignment sheets that were marked by EFL 

teachers, and then looked the characteristics of the written feedback on students’ writing in order 

to create suitable condition for discussion. Consequently, having evaluated the relevance of the 

written feedback on the students’ writing, the researcher divided into headings. Finally, the 

researcher provided thick description on the basis of the provided feedback on the students’ 

writing.  

     3.7. Validity and Reliability 

Primarily the researcher adapted the questionnaires from previously conducted researchers 

hoping that it helped to ensure reliability; for this reason, the questionnaires were adapted from 

different researchers’ works, namely from (Ferris, 2011: 2; Lee, 2004; Lee, 2003). 

        3.7.1. Validity of questionnaire and interview 

Having already adapted the questionnaires, the researcher highly needed to ensure the relevance 

of the items organized in such a way; as a result, exposing them to non-target participants were 

considered worthy to work with the issue of validity. Consequently, the English questionnaires 
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were reviewed by well-experienced EFL teachers. Therefore, they identified some problems; for 

example, the researcher missed the correct format, that is, the likert scales were not represented 

by numbers, besides some of the items were misrelated with the objectives, others lacked clarity 

due to illogical arrangement, besides faulty in sentence construction, length of sentences and 

repetition of  items that had similar concept were mentioned; for this reason, the researcher 

modified the items on the basis of the evaluators’ suggestion and personal knowledge. Having 

made accurate correction on the English questionnaires, the researcher translated them into 

Amharic, and then, for the second time Amharic teachers that have good experienced and 

academic performance were invited to review in order to check if the questionnaires were 

correctly translated. Finally they provided few comments on the Amharic usage, so the 

researcher made some changes. 

       3.7.2. Reliability of questionnaire 

According to the researcher the process of adaptation could make things easier, but one who 

would like to produce positive impact on the work should go beyond that, so a pilot study were 

contemplated important. Since a pilot study allows making modification if certain questions 

appear to be ineffective, thus the instruments will gain high quality (Gray, 2004).  

Therefore, the researcher conducted a pilot study from Antsokia Preparatory School, grade 11 

students. There were 205 students in the school that were enrolled in 2010, so out of them 21% 

(43) students were selected by simple random sampling. The pilot study was carried out on two 

different periods of time. The first week the researcher distributed the 17 questions, and then the 

researcher recorded the results of their responses on the basis of the participants’ name, the level 

of reliability revealed 0.691, after that the researcher continued distributing those items in the 

second week, a result of 0.781 was gained.  In doing that the researcher primarily told the 

students the purpose of distributing the questionnaires so that they were able to provide their 

responses genuinely.   
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Finally, the average cronbach’s alpha value as calculated from the pilot tests yielded the level of 

reliability of 0.7, so it indicates that the items can measure the constructs that was intended to 

measure. Finally, the questionnaires were distributed to the target participants.     
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  CHAPTER FOUR  

    RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this chapter is to present, analyze and discuss the data obtained in assessing the 

teachers’ written feedback. Therefore, data is organized in sections. The first part deals with the 

data obtained from students through questionnaire, so it is presented numerically and textually. 

In the discussion part of the students’ result, adding the responses that corresponded with 

agreement and disagreement were found relevant to draw accurate conclusion for the findings; 

for this reason, the researcher added the responses that coincided with strongly agree and agree 

as one group, and strongly disagree and disagree on the other group. After that the mean value of 

each group was calculated. Finally, a conclusion was provided on the basis of the final result that 

was proved greater value; in doing that the students’ responses that centered on the rating scale 

‘undecided’ was taken into account.       

The second section emphasizes on teachers’ interview session. This deals with teachers’ general 

practice of written feedback. Therefore, dealing with the teachers’ educational background were 

contemplated plausible to find out what seems the practice of the teachers, and decide on the 

value of education background to help learners get effective written feedback and its  role in 

promoting the students’ writing skill. For this reason, this instrument was really helpful to get 

aware of the interviewees’ status regarding the practice teachers on written feedback. 

The last section concentrates on teachers’ feedback issues obtained from document analysis. 

Firstly, the researcher examined the relevance of the teachers’ written feedback that were 

provided on the students’ assignments, and then the major and minor points were categorized in 

order to assign headings and sub-headings. Finally, the points that could substantiate the 

intended objectives were narrated thoroughly.    
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  4.1. Students’ Questionnaire 

Table 1: Students’ belief about the ways that EFL teachers apply written feedback 

 Item  Responses Total Mean SDv. 

SA A U D SD 

1 The teacher provides 

written feedback  on 

selective errors 

Fr 

% 

4 

1.9 

41 

19.9 

62 

30.1 

77 

37.4 

22 

10.7 

206 

100 

2.65 .980 

2 The teacher’s written 

feedback focuses only on 

locating the errors  

Fr 

% 

4 

1.9 

80 

38.8 

52 

25.2 

56 

27.2 

14 

6.8 

206 

100 

3.02 1.007 

3 The teacher writes 

feedback for each error 

Fr 

% 

2 

1.0 

56 

27.2 

60 

29.1 

66 

32.0 

22 

10.7 

206  

100 

2.76 1.002 

4 Teacher’s written 

feedback is timely 

Fr 

% 

1 

.5 

30 

14.6 

37 

18.0 

133 

64.6 

5 

2.4 

206  

100 

2.46 .788 

5 The teacher’s feedback 

shows clear direction for 

next task 

Fr 

% 

 - 23 

11.2 

59 

28.6 

94 

45.6 

30 

14.6 

206 

100 

2.36 .866 

Key: SA = Strongly Agree   A = Agree     U = Neutral    D = Disagree      SD=Strongly Disagree    

SDv. =Standard Deviation 

As stated in the table, item 1 was intended to elicit information whether teachers write correction 

on selective errors or not; for this reason, 77(37.4%) of the respondents disagreed, and 22 

(10.7%) strongly disagreed with the idea, so the total percentage of the students who  disagreed 

and strongly disagreed on the item reveals 48.1% with the mean value of 24.05. On the other 
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hand, 41 (19.9%) of the respondents agreed; likewise, 4 (1.9%) responded strongly agree, so the 

total percentage of the students who agreed with the idea is 21.8% with mean value of 10.9 %. 

Coming to the rest of the respondents, 62 (30.1%) remained undecided. Concerning the total 

mean value of the item, it shows 2.65 and the SDv. value is .980. From this result, it is clear that 

nearly half percent of the respondents felt that the teachers did not focus on providing feedback 

on selective errors. Therefore, due to the fact that the students who disagreed with the item are 

slightly greater in number than these who agreed, the conclusion will be teachers probably had 

other preferred technique.     

 In the above table item 2, students were asked whether the teachers locate error or not; therefore, 

80 (38.8%) of the respondents agreed, still other 4 (1.9%) strongly agreed on the idea; therefore, 

the total percentage is 40.7% with mean value of 20.35%. on the contrary, 56 (27.2%) of the 

respondents disagreed, and 14(6.8%) also strongly disagreed, so the total percentages of the 

students who disagreed indicate 34% with mean value of 17%. Calculating the rest number, the 

researcher found that 52 (25.2%) of the respondents’ point of view on the item was undecided. 

The mean value of item 2 is 3.02 with the SDv. of 1.0007. The students who expressed their 

agreement are greater in number than those who responded the idea of disagreement; as a result, 

majority of the teachers write feedback by locating the erroneous part. 

In a similar table item 3, students were asked if teachers correct each error, so 66 (32.0%) of the 

respondents disagree, still 22(10.7%) strongly disagree on the idea. The total percentages of the 

students who disagreed indicate 42.7% with mean value of 21.35. However, 56(27.2%) of the 

respondents agreed, and 2(1.0%) strongly agreed, so the total percentage is 28.2% with mean 

value of 14.1. The result shows that the students who disagreed are greater in number than those 

who agreed. On the other hand, 60(29.1%) of the respondents are undecided. The mean value of 

the item is 2.76 with of SDv. 1.007. In short, the result shows teachers did not provide correction 

for each error. 

In the table item 4, it deals with time bound of teacher written feedback, based on this 

information 133(64.6%) of the respondents disagree with the idea of written feedback is timely, 

and 5(2.4%) also strongly disagree; the total percentage reveals 67 with mean value of 33.5. On 

the contrary, of the total respondents 30 (14.6%) agree and 1(0.5%) strongly agree; the total 
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percentage shows 16.1 and the mean value is 8.05. Moreover, 30 (14.6%) of the total 

respondents remain undecided. The mean value is 2.46 with SDv. of .788. In conclusion, 

majority of the respondents felt that the teachers’ written feedback was untimely. 

Item 5 in the same table was intended to obtain information if feedback shows direction of what 

students should do next; consequently, 94 (45.6%) of the total respondents disagree; likewise, 30 

(14.6%) of the respondents strongly disagree due to the fact that the teachers’ written feedback 

does not show clear direction to involve themselves in the next tasks actively. In contrast, 23 

(11.2%) of the respondents agree with the idea, yet none of the students has strongly agreed. The 

stand point of the 59(28.6%) of the respondents is unclear because they were undecided. 

Calculating the mean value, the researcher found 2.36 with the SDv. value of .866. From the 

result, it is clear that more than half of the students express their disagreement on the idea. 

   Table2: Students’ feeling towards teacher written feedback 

 Item  Responses   

Total          

Mean SDv

. 
SA A U D SD 

1 The teacher’s written 

feedback is clear and 

complete 

Fr 

% 

3 

1.5 

47 

22.8 

84 

40.8 

65 

31.6 

7 

3.4 

206  

100 

2.87 .852 

2 The teacher’s written 

feedback helps me to 

improve my writing skill 

Fr 

% 

 - 59 

28.6 

60 

29.1 

82 

39.8 

5 

2.4 

206  

100 

2.84 .872 

3 The teacher’s written 

feedback covers features of 

writing 

Fr 

% 

1 

.5 

37 

18.0 

60 

29.1 

78 

37.9 

30 

14.6 

206  

100 

2.52 .966 

4 The teacher feedback match 

with my interest and level 

Fr 

% 

7 

3.4 

63 

30.6 

56 

27.2 

76 

36.9 

4 

1.9 

206  

100 

2.97 .944 
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5 The teacher has good 

practice on written 

feedback 

Fr 

% 

 8 

3.9 

49 

23.8 

57 

27.7 

86 

41.7 

6 

2.9 

206 

100 

2.84 .952 

Key: SA = Strongly Agree   A = Agree     U = Neutral    D = Disagree      SD=Strongly Disagree    

SDv. =Standard Deviation 

As stated in table 2, item 1 was intended to elicit information whether written feedback was clear 

and complete or not, so majority, or 84(40.8%) of the respondents could not decide on the clarity 

and completeness of feedback. On the other hand, 65(31.6%) of the respondents disagreed, and 

7(3.4%) strongly disagreed on the item. The total percentage of the students that disagreed and 

strongly disagreed reveals 35% with mean value of 17.5. However, 47(22.8%) of the respondents 

felt that their teachers’ written feedback were clear and complete, similarly 3(1.3 %) strongly 

agree, so the total percentage is 24.1% with mean value of 12.05. The mean value of the item is 

2.87 with SD value of .852. In conclusion, majority of the students could not decide on the 

clarity and completeness of the written feedback, thus as the result of the students who disagreed 

are greater in number, considering the number of the students that could not decide, the teachers’ 

feedback lacked clarity and completeness. 

In the same table, item2 was intended to obtain information whether written feedback helped 

them to improve their writing or not, to begin with the greater number, 82(39.8%) of the 

respondents disagreed with the idea, still 5(2.4%) of the respondents strongly disagree. As a 

result, the total percentage is 42.2% with mean value of 21.1. Nevertheless, 59(28.6%) agreed, 

but none of the students strongly agree on the item. Finally, 60(29.1%) could not decide on the 

contribution of feedback on students’ writing improvement. The total mean value of the item is 

2.84 with SD value of .872. In short, the respondents that disagreed are slightly greater than the 

agreed, so teachers’ written feedback did not help them to improve their writing.  

In a similar table, item 3 was asked to obtain information whether teacher written feedback 

covers features of writing or not; as a result, 78(37.9%) of the respondent disagreed, and 

30(14.6%) of the total respondents strongly disagree with the idea. The total percentage of the 

students who disagreed shows 52.5% with mean value of 26.25. However, 37(18.0%) of the 
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respondents agreed, still other 1(0.5%) of the respondents strongly agreed that teachers’ feedback 

covered the features of writing, so the total percentage of the students who agreed on the idea 

reveals 18.5% with mean value of 9.25. Of the total respondents, 60(29.1%) remained 

undecided. The mean value of the item is 2.52 with SD .966. To conclude, majority of the 

students felt that the teachers’ written feedback did not cover the features of writing. 

As clearly stated in the table item 4, 76(36.9%) of the respondents disagreed with the idea 

feedback meets students’ interest and level; likewise, 4(1.9%) of the respondents strongly 

disagreed, so the total percentage of the students who disagreed with the idea indicates 38.8 % 

with mean value of 19.4. Nevertheless, 63(30.6%) of the respondent agreed, besides 7(3.4%) 

strongly agreed on the item. The total percentage of the agreed respondents shows 34 % with 

mean value of 17. Finally, 56(27.2%) could not decide. The mean value of the item is 2.97 with 

SDv. value of .944. In conclusion, the respondents who said feedback did not meet students’ 

interest and level are slightly greater than those who said it did. 

In the same table item 5, 86(41.7%) of the respondents disagreed, and 6(2.9%) responded 

strongly disagreed with the idea teachers have good practice in providing written feedback. The 

total percentages the students who disagreed on the item indicate 44.6% with mean value of 22.3. 

However, 49(23.8%) of the respondents agreed; likewise, 8(3.9%) strongly agreed on the item, 

so the total percentage reveals 27.7% with mean value of 13.85. Finally, 57(27.7%) of the 

respondents could not decide. The mean value of the item shows 2.84 with SD value of .952. In 

short, majority of the respondents felt that teachers did not have good practice on feedback. 

Table3: The frequency of the existence of written feedback aspects 

 Item  Responses Total Mean SDv

. 
A U ST R N 

1 How often do you discuss on 

the given feedback with your 

teacher? 

Fr 

% 

 - 12 

5.8 

71 

34.5 

90 

43.7 

33 

16.0 

206  

100 

2.30 .806 
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2 How often does your 

teacher’s written feedback 

show strength? 

Fr 

% 

16 

7.8 

58 

28.2 

65 

31.6 

55 

26.7 

12 

5.8 

206  

100 

3.05 1.04

6 

3 How often does your 

teacher’s written feedback 

explain weakness? 

Fr 

% 

13 

6.3 

73 

35.4 

51 

24.8 

54 

26.2 

15 

7.3 

206  

100 

3.07 1.07

7 

4 How often does your teacher 

state both strength and 

weakness? 

Fr 

% 

13 

6.3 

32 

15.5 

64 

31.5 

83 

40.3 

14 

6.8 

206  

100 

2.74 1.01

1 

5 How often does your teacher 

provide you successive tasks 

after you receive feedback? 

Fr 

% 

  - 10 

4.9 

64 

31.1 

89 

43.2 

43 

20.9 

206  

100 

2.20 .823 

6 How often does your teacher 

create you an opportunity to 

revise? 

Fr 

% 

 - 13 

6.3 

65 

31.6 

91 

44.2 

37 

18.0 

206  

100 

2.26 .826 

7 How often does your teacher 

append you repeat errors to 

present work? 

Fr 

% 

7 

3.4 

24 

11.7 

70 

34.0 

78 

37.9 

27 

13.1 

206  

100 

2.54 .976 

Key: A= Always     U= usually       ST= sometimes     R= rarely    N= never 

In the above table,  item 1 was intended to find out information on how often the students share 

their view with their teacher on the written feedback; as a result, 90(43.7%) of the respondents 

felt that the teachers rarely gave them a chance to deal with the written feedback. On the other 

hand, 71(34.5%) of the respondents believed that the teachers sometimes let them discuss, and 

33(16.0%), 12(5.8%) of the respondents said ‘never’ and ‘usually’ respectively. However, none 

of the students replied ‘always’. The mean value is 2.30 with SDv. of .806. In conclusion, the 

teachers did not create them a situation to discuss on the basis of the written feedback.  
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As can be seen in the table item 2, of the total respondents, 65 (31.6%) replied that written 

feedback sometimes stated strength, where as 58 (28.2%), and 55(26.7%) of the students replied 

‘usually’ and ‘rarely’ respectively. In addition, 16(7.8%), and 12(5.8%) replied ‘always’ and 

‘never’ respectively. The mean value is 3.05 with SDv. of 1.046.  In short, as compared with the 

number of students who said ‘usually’ and ‘rarely,’ slightly greater number of students felt that 

teacher written feedback sometimes talk about strength. 

As stated in the above table, item 3 was asked to obtain information on how often written 

feedback centered on weakness, so 73(35.4%) of the students replied ‘usually’ and 54(26.4%) 

replied ‘rarely;’ on the other hand, 51(24.8%) said ‘sometimes,’ 15(7.3%) also said ‘never;.’ 

Finally, the rest of the respondents, that is, 13 (6.3%) replied ‘always,’ and the mean value of the 

item is 3.07 with SDv. of 1.077. In short, majority of the students felt that teachers’ written 

feedback usually stated weakness.   

As mentioned in the table item 4, the objective of the question was to get information about how 

often written feedback dealt with both strength and weakness; as a result, of the total 

respondents, 83(40.3%) answered ‘rarely,’ and 64(31.5%) of the participants replied 

‘sometimes.’. On the other hand, 32(15.5%), and 14(6.8%) of the respondents replied ‘usually’ 

and ‘never’ respectively. The other 13(6.3%) of the respondents said ‘always’. Moreover, the 

mean value of the item is 2.74 with SDv. of 1.011. To conclude, as the number of students who 

said rarely is high in number, teacher written feedback was unlikely to focus on both strength 

and weakness.  

As can be clearly seen in the table, item 5 illustrates 89(43.2%) of the respondents replied that 

the teachers rarely provided successive tasks after students receive feedback, besides 64(31.1%) 

of the respondents said ‘sometimes.’ Moreover, 43(20.9%) of the respondents replied ‘never,’ 

where as 10 (4.9) said ‘usually.’ None of the students supported the alternative ‘always.’ The 

mean value of the item is 2.20 with SDv. of .823. In conclusion, majority of the participants 

replied ‘rarely;’ as a result, English teachers did not let their students practice on tasks 

progressively on the basis of teacher written feedback. 

In the same table, item 6 was asked in order to elicit information on how often teachers connect 

their students with a revision process on the basis of the written feedback; as a result, 91(44.2%) 
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of the participants replied ‘rarely,’ while 65(31.6%) of the participants said ‘sometimes.’ On the 

other hand, 37(18.0%) of the respondents replied the teacher never create an opportunity for 

revision, and 13(6.3%) of them feel the teacher usually encourage them revise, even though none 

of the respondents answered ‘always.’ The mean value for the item shows 2.26 with SDv. of 

.826. In short, majority of the participants said ‘rarely,’ thus teachers did not encourage their 

students to revise, so it can be also be concluded that teacher written feedback did not seem 

functional .  

Item 7 was intended to obtain information on how often the teachers append repetitive errors on 

the students’ drafts in order to give them special attention. Therefore, it is apparent from the table 

that 78(37.9%) of the students responded that the teachers rarely indicate the errors that occur 

continuously, 70(34.0%) of the respondents said that the teachers sometimes append them 

frequently seen errors. In addition to this, 27(13.1%) of the participants replied ‘never,’ and 

24(11.7%) also said ‘usually.’ Finally, 7(3.4%) is the least value that proves the answer 

“always.’ The mean value of the item indicates 2.54 with SDv. of .976. To conclude, the result 

shows that teachers did not append frequently appear students’ error, so the implication is there 

might be a gap in giving and receiving feedback between teachers and students. 

      4.2. Teachers’ Interview 

           Table4: Educational background of the teachers 

  Educational 

background 

Frequency percent  

1 Masters 2 28.6 

2 Degree 5 71.4   

  3 Others - - 

4 Total  7  100.0 
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The objective of grouping the teachers based on educational background is to discuss the practice 

of the teachers on written feedback based on their educational back ground. Therefore, as can be 

seen in the above table, 5(71.4%) of the interviewees were degree holder, where as 2(28.6%) of 

them were MA holders with a mean value of .14 and SDv. of .29. In short, large numbers of 

teachers were degree holders.  

In this study, an interview was held with English language teachers. The objective of the 

interview was to get genuine information from the teachers through face to face communication. 

In addition, the researcher used semi-structured interview, so it created a good opportunity to 

raise any doubts that occur when researcher interviewed them. The relevance of the data 

gathered from the teachers was evaluated, so they were assembled based on their character. In 

addition, the researcher did his best to avoid repetition, so similar ideas were generalized. 

However, different points of view given by the teachers were clearly stated separately.  

          4.2.1. The way that EFL teachers apply written feedback 

This item was intended to elicit information that deals with the teachers’ techniques that are used 

while they provide written feedback. One of the interviewees felt that he had got a good 

knowledge of feedback when he attended his MA program, so the teacher’s perception was that 

he strived to make his practices down to the earth.  

Therefore, the practice of this teacher is stated as follow: 

 My prior action was, setting criteria that help me evaluate the students’ 

writing, and then give a value for each criterion. When I wrote a written 

feedback on the students writing, I considered the students’ interest and 

level of understanding, and my written feedback also varied from students 

to students or groups to groups. I mean that for students who performed 

well, I only indicated the errors which need special attention, where as for 

students who fail to achieve the intended objective, I provided detail 

comment- I mean that I located each error, and then replaced by correct 

one. 
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Regarding the mentioned practice, the researcher asked the interviewee on how the students feel 

when the teacher used various ways for students who are at different level of performance?  

The participant replied: 

Teachers can use various techniques if they feel applicable. My experience 

of teaching writing was poor, so currently I want to change this practice. As 

a result, for what I would like to do I always communicate with my students 

and I reach on a common consensus with them. I feel that students have 

different level of performance, so I try to vary my written feedback in order 

to bring them the same level of performance. 

In addition, the interviewee shared his practice about the main focus of his written feedback. He 

said that “I believe easily treatable errors, like spelling and grammar are given little attention, so 

my focus while I evaluate my students’ writing is on what the students wrote – I mean I 

concentrate on the message.”  

The second teacher had a similar practice because she did her MA, but to mention few points the 

teacher claimed: 

 First I identify the background level of the students on writing skill, and 

then I designed clear objectives in a way that incorporate all my students, 

and then I prepare tasks. In providing written feedback I follow certain 

criteria, such as spelling, grammar, content and organization I read each 

written work seriously in order to give special attention while I wrote 

feedback. Therefore, for serious problems I gave detail description of about 

the strength and weakness on their written work, and then I suggest what 

the student should do in his or her revision process, but I do not feel that I 

give equal attention for each student’s work since written feedback is by 

nature exhaustive. 

The researcher asked what her contribution in the revision process seems. She reported “I feel I 

do not see their revisions because I need much time to cover the other lessons, but at their first 

draft I always orient the students what they should do.”   
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The third interviewee was an experienced teacher, so he felt that he gave feedback that shows 

clear direction for his students. In his explanation, he said:  

We teachers focus on either strong or weak side in order not to spend much 

time and waste our energy, but this is not ethical because our students need 

a support from us. Therefore, if we do not provide them comments that 

include both strong and weak sides, they may not have good foundation and 

may not be optimistic towards the development of the skill. 

After that the teacher provided his own practice which seems similar with the previous 

interviewee’s ideas. 

This teacher explained: 

At first I give simple writing task to my students; for example, I make them 

to write short sentences in order to differentiate the level of the students, so 

this seems paves me a way to identify where my students need help. After 

that when I give them tasks to be completed individually or in a group, I 

dealt with the issues that deserve attention. While I provide written 

feedback I write them both strong and weak side of their work. Finally, I 

give them a comment on what points they should improve, and then check 

their revision if they are well done. If the students do not improve I 

prepared similar task and give them feedback to develop final version. 

The researcher feels that the above teachers seem to have good practices because almost all of 

them prepared certain principles that they should follow. However, they still have difference; for 

example, the revision process is not given equal attention by all of the teachers.  

The fourth two interviewees were asked the same question. When the researcher asked them they 

were in a state of confusion. I asked them why? Both gave me similar response and their reason 

was they did not have detail knowledge about feedback; anyhow, one of the interviewee said: 

“My intention while I provide feedback is to make the students produce error-free written work, 

so I glean and abolish each error and put the right word.” He also added that “while I give 
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feedback on my students written work, I do not have clear grounds, but I simply provide them 

based on what seems true to me.”  

On the other hand, the other teacher felt that “I do not have detail understanding on feedback 

because I did not get detail information about it in the past. For this reason, “I do not feel that my 

students have got enough support from me, since my written feedback relied on a blindly made 

decision or personal emotion rather than scientific way, so for the time being, I cannot share you 

much more about my feedback practice.”  

Regarding the last two teachers, they used a similar technique. They said for students who 

worked hard, they used appreciation words, such as keep it up, well done and nice; however, if 

the students failed to achieve the objective, the teachers gave only negative comments, that is, 

they listed out the weakness. The researcher asked them if they explained both strong and weak 

side of the students’ written work, but they did not use this technique. 

In conclusion, the teachers’ educational background and experience are determinant factor for 

the attainment of written feedback. In conclusion, it seems true that students’ progress on writing 

skill is also determined by the teachers’ application of written feedback.   

      4.2.2. Regularity of written feedback on students’ writing 

This item was intended to elicit information that reveals the frequency of written feedback on 

students’ writing. Almost the entire participant had a similar view and some of their feelings are 

mentioned as follows: 

The first participant said: 

I feel that my students and I still have not firm stand point on writing skill – 

I mean we are still treating it as a supplementary to the other language 

skills. I, as a teacher have to be blamed because my students, for sure, 

follows my way. Secondly, the students’ lack of interest towards writing is 

due to various reasons, like being grammar-focused, affects me not to 

change their attitude easily. For this reason, I rarely provided writing 

activities, and the same is true for that of written feedback. Therefore, I can 
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assure you that I provided written feedback only when I collected 

assignments, this also happen once a semester. 

The second participant replied that “I believe that giving writing tasks, and then providing 

written feedback for each students’ work is time taking and tiring, so I do not want to give 

writing tasks consistently; however, when I give assignment and sometimes when I make them 

write at class room to do my best, but I do not think writing tasks and written feedback have been 

done persistently.” 

The third participant expressed:  

Whenever there were writing lessons, I feel that I provided tasks for my 

students at classroom and outside of classroom as an assignment, and I can 

ascertain that I gave them feedback if time did not preclude me. By nature I 

do not want to shirk as far as I have energy and capacity, so I think that I 

have shared my experience and knowledge. However, I still feel that my 

written feedback is not given at the right time; therefore, I cannot say all 

students are benefited from it.  

The fourth participant replied that “I rarely provide feedback, to be specific, when I collected 

only assignments. Even though writing is a practical work, I present only theoretical aspects; for 

this reason, this does not let me provide written feedback.” 

The last three participants also expressed a similar view with the fourth participant and said that 

they provided written feedback with the intention of fulfilling previously set measurement 

criteria, so it happened only in a limited time. Two of these interviewees worked at the same 

school, so they added that at department level, writing assignment was intended to be given only 

once; therefore, once the teachers collected the students’ assignments, there would not be 

additional writing tasks in and outside classroom, and at the same time, supplying feedback on 

students’ writing stopped. 

The researcher interviewed each participant if their feedback was timely, six of the teachers felt 

that their feedback was untimely; however, one of the teacher said that he did his best to provide 
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them immediately. To be clear with, the researcher would like to put few of their views as 

follows: 

The first two interviewees had completely the same idea, each of them said “I feel that providing 

feedback in a large class size is challenging, so my feedback is delayed.” In addition to this, the 

third interviewee replied, “Written feedback is time taking, but I have unmanageable class size, 

so I do not provide them immediately.” The fourth interviewee felt that “I believe that written 

feedback should be intended to promote students’ writing skill, so it takes me much time to 

decide on how I should apply my written feedback.” Likewise, the fifth interviewee said, “I 

believe that deciding on which error should the written feedback focus on and how should it be 

provided is time taking tasks, so it seems to me that these two things take much of my time; for 

this reason my feedback is untimely.” The sixth interviewee replied “I believe that feedback is 

helpful if it is given immediately, but I cannot do that due to work load.”   

      4.2.3. The challenges in providing written feedback 

The teachers reported different challenges; therefore, the problems are organized as follow: 

All of the teachers felt that lack of knowledge is the main problem to provide effective written 

feedback. They believed that teachers do not have scientific knowledge about what and how they 

should give written feedback. Most of the teachers still used traditional approach, that is, they 

still focused on wiping out error, particularly errors that centered on spelling and grammar. 

Therefore, written feedback emphasized on identifying weakness errors, like spelling rather than 

basic writing feature. 

The participants also added: 

T1: “I think that the students’ little interest towards writing skill- this hinders me not to use 

written feedback effectively.” On the contrary, he added that “We teachers do not challenge our 

students to give special attention to writing skill as a whole.”  

T2: “It seems to me that written feedback by nature needs much time, so teaches forced to give it 

little attention; for example, as far as I am concerned teachers usually focus on either strong or 

weak side rather than providing detail explanation on both sides.” 
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T3: “I feel students’ errors are various and individualistic, so errors need various techniques. 

Therefore, all of the teachers fail to achieve students’ writing skill due to performance gap 

among the teachers.” 

T4: this teacher provided somewhat similar idea with T1, and mentioned “I believe that students 

have little interest towards writing due to lack of prior knowledge; as a result, students do not 

give value for the written feedback because to the best of my experience students only 

concentrate on grades rather than asking about content of feedback.”   

T5: “I think that lack of clarity on students’ writing does not create suitable condition for 

provision of written feedback.”  

T6: “I believe that lack of appropriateness on the writing lessons affect the teachers’ feedback 

process because some of the lessons are vague and are not suitable to provide the written 

feedback.” 

T7: “I feel that the students’ background, that is, lack of practice on written feedback affects 

teachers, thus it is found hard to change the attitude of the students, but we teachers do not 

provide feedback as soon as possible, so it doesn’t have positive impact.” 

In conclusion, most of the teachers felt that the challenges are not beyond the control of the 

teachers because they believed that if teachers are determined, they can change the situation. 

       4.3. Students’ Interview  

This interview session was prepared to bring out information concerning teachers’ written 

feedback. Therefore, ten students took part in the interview session, besides the students were 

allowed to speak in Amharic hoping that they could express their feeling confidently. 

         4.3.1. Students’ feeling towards teachers’ written feedback 

This interview question was intended to reveal the students’ feelings towards teachers’ written 

feedback practice, so almost all of the students believed that teachers’ written feedback was not 

successful in achieving students’ writing skill. For example, one of the students said “I think that 

teachers’ written feedback lack clarity due to this we miss crucial points.” According to the 
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researcher, the collected assignment sheets can ascertain the students’ view; for example, as 

mentioned in the appendix part comments, like poor sentence structure (which sentence does the 

teacher means?) and don’t use symbols to join ideas (what kind of symbols? this may not be 

clear for students).  

Other student added “The teacher’s written feedback hardly provides detail explanation because 

teachers’ feedback stated at word or phrase level, so we could not easily understand what to do.” 

Still other student mentioned “The teacher’s written feedback does not create an opportunity to 

improve our written tasks, so our writing skill is still poor.” Additionally, one more student 

believed “The teacher did not give equal attention to all students’ written work; I feel that the 

teacher’s written feedback encouraged only the top learner and somewhat middle learners.” 

Additionally, one participant said “I think that teachers left errors uncorrected, so I do not know 

what to do.” 

Moreover, most of the students said that teachers have lack of knowledge; their feedback 

provided little help.” For example, one of the students claimed “My teacher sometimes did not 

write anything on my writing tasks, so I feel he had either lack of knowledge or dedication.” On 

the contrary, one of the students said “I feel my teacher does not have lack of knowledge, but he 

was not committed to comment on our writing, so he simply highlighted the problem at class 

level, rather than individual.” In conclusion, students were not able to get teacher written 

feedback as they wanted.  

        4.3.2. The frequency of teachers’ written feedback on students writing    

This item was intended to elicit information on the regularity of feedback on students’ writing. 

The researcher tried to evaluate the relevance of their responses, so most of their ideas had 

similarity. Moreover, the researcher asked similar questions as that of the teachers, so the views 

of both participants have interface. For example, one of the interviews said “Our teacher usually 

provided written feedback only for written assignments that were designed to fulfill certain 

criteria or differentiate students’ performance.”  The second interviewee replied “Our teacher did 

not give writing tasks that had continuity, so we had little chance to draft and re-draft, thus we 

did not get an opportunity to learn our regular mistakes on the basis of ongoing feedback 

process.” The third student added “Even though our teacher could make us practice writing in 
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each units, he provided us once in a semester.”  The fourth interview also said “Our teacher 

provided feedback only once to the whole class.” The fifth interview replied “I doubt that our 

teacher corrected our writings which were given as an assignment even once because most of the 

time the teacher did not return the sheets; as a result, we did not think about obtaining feedback.”  

On the contrary, two students provided different idea from the above, so the first student said 

“Our teacher did her best to love writing skill, so she invites us to write in every writing sessions, 

so she gave us feedback so after.” Likewise, the second student added: 

Our teacher provided us an information why writing skill is valuable in our 

life, so in order to make us effective writers, in  each writing lesson he 

provided short writing tasks, thus he moved around and provided feedback, 

especially for students who had serious problem, and then next day he 

asked question in order to check if there is improvement.   

On the basis of the last two students’ views the researcher again asked for the former interviews. 

For example, the researcher asked them if their teachers provided them writing tasks in each 

writing lessons in class accompanied by feedback; however, all of the students did not agree with 

the idea. For this reason, one of the interviewee said “In each unit there are writing lessons, but 

the teacher provided pretext in order to skip the lesson, and then continued to teach grammar and 

the like. To make it clear, he provided little information orally, and then provided attention to the 

lessons appropriate for his teaching process.” Likewise, the second student claimed “Our teacher 

totally focused on imparting their knowledge through theory, rather than practice, so we did not 

have the chance to write and get feedback.”  

In general, except the two students eight of the total interviews believed that written feedback 

was delayed, so it provided them little chance to improve their writing. However, all of the 

participants agreed that students themselves have to take blame for the ineffectiveness of written 

feedback since they focus on the mark, rather than content of the written feedback; for this 

reason, teachers were compelled to delay their feedback. 
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     4.3.3. Students’ suggestion on the impact of written feedback on their writing skill 

This question was intended to obtain information about the role of written feedback to the 

improvement of their writing skill. As a result, almost all of the students agreed that their 

teachers’ written feedback did not have a significant influence in achieving their writing skill. 

The researcher asked the interviewees to give reason, so they expressed their reason as follows: 

By the same token the interviewees said that our teachers did not change their teaching approach; 

as a result, we students’ also follow their approach; for example, the teachers usually focus on 

grammar, so writing is considered as secondary language skill, and a short time activity. To state 

it clearly, the teachers did not create an opportunity to write and rewrite. 

In addition to this, the interviewees suggested the following points; for example,  

One of the interviewee claimed “Most writing tasks were given in a group, so this actively 

engaged the clever students, thus most students were not helped to write and rewrite and I feel 

that we are less competent in writing.” were ignored.”  

The second interviewee also explained, “I feel I have little knowledge on the theoretical aspects 

of learning, but I find it difficult to use this theory in a practical way; there is also little access to 

written feedback.” 

The third interviewee said “I doubt that my teacher has good practice at writing skill because his 

focus was on delivering writing lessons orally, rather than showing ways and organizations of 

sentence and paragraph writing, so I do not get enough knowledge.” In conclusion, almost all of 

the students seem unhappy with their teachers’ written feedback due to the fact that written 

feedback had not a positive impact on their writing progress.  

     4.4. Data from Document Analysis 

Written feedback is obviously a source of learning for students. Brookhart (2008: 9) claimed that 

“feedback can be powerful if done well.” Therefore, teachers’ good practice of providing well 

organized feedback on students’ writing is indispensable because feedback is a determinant 

factor for students’ writing progress. As a result, the researcher chose this tool with the intention 
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of identifying teachers’ feedback presentation on students’ writing. The researcher tried to 

collect students’ assignment sheets, and then picked valuable information from the students’ 

written work, so the discussion is organized on the basis the assignment sheets; moreover, 

sample students’ sheet that contain written feedback are attached at the appendix part.   

       4.4.1. Clarity of the written feedback  

As far as the researcher is concerned, majority of the teachers’ written feedbacks did not have 

clarity and comprehensiveness. As the researcher tried to see the students’ written works, the 

teachers’ feedback lacked specificity. It means that most of the comments were general; they did 

not clearly indicate which area of weakness the students should focus on; for example, the 

teachers used expression, like “Don’t repeat the same words, and “title” -are unclear which 

words he or she means, what the student should do with the title. The teachers’ feedback also 

lacked neatness, so it did not incorporate learners with different learning style. 

       4.4.2. Comprehensiveness of the written feedback 

The teachers did not seem to identify which writing features better fits with which kind of 

writing because most of the comments centered on mechanics and spelling errors, but little 

attention was given to content and organization. Moreover, some of the students’ written works 

were not commented properly, but teachers simply gave marks. 

The positive comments did not show any direction because they were stated at word level; for 

example, the teachers emphasized on words, such as nice, good try, very good, so they did not 

explain which issue was good and which needed an improvement.  

Hence, the teachers’ written feedback did not cover the most important aspects of language, so 

had little significance to students writing skill improvement. 

      4.4.3. Nature of teachers’ written feedback 

As the researcher observed, the teachers’ written feedback on students’ writing concentrated on 

positive and negative comments depend on the teachers’ practice of feedback provision. Some of 

the negative comments were discouraging for the students; for example, the teachers used 

expressions, like “lack clarity at all,” and order words, such as “not allowed here,” “revise your 
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sentences again” and “un related idea is not allowed.” However, according to the researcher it 

would be better to provide comments that focus on both positive and negative; for example, it is 

good idea, but …, you tried to state your ideas in such a way, but it’s somewhat unrelated, and it 

would be better if you mentioned the title etc. The researcher feels the feedback provider should 

worry for the expressions while he/she provide comments. In conclusion, most of the teachers’ 

comment focused on negative comments and do not keep the students’ feeling. 

   4.4.4. Teachers’ feedback giving strategies 

As the researcher saw from the students’ written work, most of the teachers relied on indirect 

feedback because the teachers circled up on the erroneous part of sentences. However, regarding 

the correction of the errors, there was lack of consistency because the teachers either replace with 

correct one or leave it to be corrected by the students.   

 As the researcher observed, teachers did not use consistent format of providing feedback 

because their written feedback was placed in various position. Teachers wrote their comment on 

top of the erroneous statement, they wrote at the bottom of the sheet, and they also circled the 

erroneous word or phrase as well; therefore, this may lead the students to confusion because they 

cannot identify which comment they should focus on, besides the students may not also be 

encouraged to redraft their writing due to the fact that they comments lack clear organization.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

  SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

             5.1. Summary 

The primary purpose of this thesis is to assess the practice of EFL teacher written feedback on 

students’ writing. It was conducted in three preparatory schools, namely Ataye, Majete and 

Shewarobit preparatory schools. The subjects of this study were 206 students, and 7 EFL 

teachers. The students were chosen through systematic random sampling, where as the EFL 

teachers were selected purposively. Among the total participants of the study, ten students were 

selected randomly for the interview session. 

Data for this study was gathered using questionnaires, interview and document analysis. 

Questionnaires were designed for participant students, where as interview was prepared for both 

teachers and students. The questionnaires included both open and close ended.  Questionnaires 

for students were structured, while the interview sessions were semi-structured. The researcher 

used descriptive survey design involving qualitative and quantitative methods. After the 

quantitative data were collected, they were categorized and coded, so the researcher fed the raw 

data into SPSS version 20. Consequently, the results were described numerically and textually. 

Moreover, the qualitative data were given detail explanation on the basis of the participants’ 

ideas. According to the results of this study, it can be concluded that EFL teachers’ written 

feedback practice did not play a vital role in improving students’ writing skill, so the researcher 

recommended that writing without written feedback is unlikely to show significant change in 

students’ writing, so teachers should work hard to improve their written feedback practice.  
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   5.2. Conclusions  

The following conclusions are drawn based on the findings of the study: 

1. The study revealed that majority of the teachers focused on locating errors, rather than 

correcting error selectively and writing feedback for each error. 

2. The result from both teachers and students’ interview showed that teachers had lack of 

knowledge on written feedback, so the students were not helped as needed. 

3. The study find out that almost all teachers provided written feedback in a very limited 

period of time, thus written feedback was untimely. 

4. The study identified that teachers’ written feedback was not given based on the characters 

of students’ writing since most of the written feedback on students’ writing focused on 

spelling and grammar usage. On the other hand, teachers’ written feedback mainly 

concentrated on either strong or weak side, rather than on both sides.  In addition to this, 

as the document analysis showed written feedbacks were not encouraging, that is, they 

did not seem to involve students as an active role player in their own learning. On the 

teachers did not have format to explain their comments.    

5. The result indicated that teachers did not create opportunities for revision after the 

students received written feedback. On the other hand, results from document showed 

that teachers did not have clear format to explain their comments, thus it had negative 

impact in the revision process.    

6. As the result of the findings revealed that teachers had lack of enough knowledge on 

provision of effective written feedback; likewise, both teachers and students considered 

writing as secondary, at the same time, written feedback could not produce an impact on 

the students’ writing. 

7. The result from interview with teachers explained that English language teachers do not 

set measurable and detailed plan while they discuss on the continuous assessment on 

writing; as a result, teachers were forced not to take responsibility towards the ongoing 

writing process and feedback. 
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8. The result indicates that even the teachers that had better educational level and 

understanding were at the same status with the other teachers due to the fact the 

theoretical framework was not changed into practice. 

9. To put in a nut shell, the result revealed that teacher written feedback was ambiguous, it 

did not show any direction that leads to revision, it did not follow formal requirements, it 

concentrated on weakness, so it was unconstructive. 

         5.3. Recommendations 

Based on the findings of the study, the following recommendations are forwarded: 

1. According to the researcher, written feedback needs scientific knowledge in order to 

address to writers properly. For this reason, teachers should increase their knowledge on 

feedback, and then should teach their students about the role of written feedback to 

improve writing skill.  

2.  As far as the researcher is concerned writing and feedback could be effective if they are 

practiced continuously; therefore, teachers should let their students draft and re-draft; 

besides they should evaluate the progress on their writing.  

3. Teachers should have a clear format for their written feedback, that is, the teachers should 

know where and how to give written feedback. Moreover, in providing written feedback, 

teachers should think of the students’ interest and level because this may help them vary 

the way they provide written feedback. 

4. Written feedback on students’ writing seemed to center on the same features of writing, 

but teachers should identify the nature of students’ writing and provide feedback in 

correspondence with the features of writing.  

5. Teachers should know that if feedback is delayed, students will not be benefited from it, 

so teachers should adjust their time in order to address feedback as soon as possible.  

6. Teachers should be informed that written feedback that focuses on either strong or weak 

side is less likely to help students develop their writing, so teachers’ written feedback 

should contain positive, negative and direction towards revision.  
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7. From the researcher’s point of view, as a cart without horse is nothing, teachers without 

students’ active engagement might be unsuccessful; as a result, students should pay 

attention for the teacher written feedback.  

8. Teachers and students should know that feedback on students’ writing could be 

understood well if there is two way communications, so both of them should create 

conducive environment to talk with each other on the provided feedback.  

9. In teaching and learning process department heads and supervisors have a vital role to run 

works properly, so they should work with teachers cooperatively and arrange situation to 

solve any challenges immediately, besides should assess what seems the progress of 

written feedback and its contribution for students.  

Finally, the implication of this study is teachers’ written feedback needs further investigation in 

order to bring significant change on students’ writing; as a result, other researchers could 

develop an experimental research probably on the title “The effect of teacher written feedback on 

students’ writing.” 
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Samples of students’ assignment sheets for document analysis                             
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  Appendix B 

                                 Debreberhan University 

                        College of Social Science and Humanities  

                        Department of Language and Literature 

Students’ Questionnaire 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to assess the practice of EFL teachers’ written feedback 

on students’ writing, so your response will be used only for research purpose, and you are 

kindly requested to provide your genuine responses.  

Thank you in advance!  

Background information: please mark with the sign “X” about your personal data.  

Sex: Male_____ Female________ Grade 11
th

  

General Direction: In the following list you will find different items that deal with your belief 

towards teacher written feedback, so please mark with the sign “X” for each of the item 

according the following scales. 

Strongly agree =5      Agree = 4           Neutral = 3           Disagree = 2         Strongly disagree = 1 

Students’ belief towards teacher’s written feedback 

No Item 5 4 3 2 1 

1 The teacher provides written feedback on 

selective errors. 

     

2 The teacher’s written feedback focuses only on 

locating the errors. 

     

3 The teacher writes feedback for each error. 

 

     

4 Teacher’s written feedback is timely.      

5 The teacher’s feedback shows clear direction      
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for next task. 

6 The teacher’s written feedback is clear and 

complete. 

     

7 The teacher’s written feedback helps me to 

improve my writing skill. 

     

8 The teacher’s written feedback covers features 

of writing. 

 

     

9 The teacher feedback match with my interest 

and level. 

 

     

10 The teacher has good practice on written 

feedback. 

     

 

General Direction: In the following list you will find different items that deal with how often 

different course of action of written feedback happen, so please mark with the sign “X” for each 

of the item according the following scales. The rating scales’ are weighed as follow: 

 Always =5              Usually = 4                Sometimes = 3                Rarely= 2               Never = 1 

  5 4 3 2 1 

1 

 

How often do you discuss on the given 

feedback with your teacher? 

     

2 How often does your teacher’s written 

feedback show strength? 

     

3 How often does your teacher’s written 

feedback explain weakness? 

     

4 How often does your teacher state both 

strength and weakness? 

     

5 How often does your teacher provide you 

successive tasks? 
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6 How often does your teacher create you an 

opportunity to revise? 

     

7 How often does your teacher append you 

repeat errors to present work? 
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       በ ደብረበርሃን ዩኒቨርስቲ የማህብረ ሰብ ኮሌጅ 

              ለተማሪዎች የቀረበ የፅሁፍ መጠይቅ 

የእዚህ ጥናት ዋና ዓላማ የመምህራን የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ አሰጣጥ ሂደትን መዳሰስ ላይ ያተኮረ ሲሆን፤  የምትሰጡትን 

ምላሽ ከምንም ስጋት ነፃ በመሆን የተሰጡትን ዝርዝር ነጥቦች ከነባራዊ ሁኔታ ጋር በማመዛዘን ተገቢዉን ምላሽ እንድትሰጡ 

ስል በትህትና እጠይቃሉ፡፡  

                        ለቀና ትብብራችሁ በቅድሚያ አመሰግናለሁ 

 የግል መረጃ፤ 

ፆታ:      ወ --------------     ሴ ---------------- 

መመርያ አንድ፡- ከታች ባለው ሰንጠረዠ ውስጥ የተለያዩ መጠይቆች ቀርበዋል፤መጠይቆች የመምህራችሁ የፅሁፍ ግብረ 

መልስ አሰጣጥ በተመለከተ ያላችሁ ስሜት ለመግለፅ የሚያስችሉ ሲሆን፤ ከታች በተሰጣቸው መለኪያ መሰረት የ “x” 

ምልክት በማድረግ ያመልክቱ፡፡   

በጣም እስማማለሁ =5       እስማማለሁ =4        ሀሳብ የለኝም= 3       አልስማማም= 2       በጣም አልስማማም= 1 

ተ.ቁ መጠይቆች 5 4 3 2 1 

1 መምህሬ ጥቂት ስህተቶችን  በመምረጥ በእነሱ ላይ ያተኮረ  ግብረ መልስ 

ይሰጠኛል 

     

2 መምህሬ ስህተቴን በማመልከት በራሴ እርማት እንድሰጥ ዕድል ይሰጠኛል      

 መምህሬ ለእያንዳንዱ ሰህተት እርማት ይሰጣል      

3 መምህሬ የሚሰጠኝ የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ ወቅቱ የጠበቀ ነው      

4 መምህሬ ግልፅ እና ዝርዝር የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ ይሰጠኛል      

5 መምህሬ የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ የሚሰጠው ተማሪ ተገቢ እውቀት 

እንዲጨብጥ ለማድረግ ነው 

     

6 የመምህሬ የፅሁፍ ግብረ  መልስ  የፅሁፍ ክሂሌን ለማዳበር አስችሎኛል      

7 መምህሬ በአንቀፅ አደረጃጀት፤ይዘት አቀራረብ፤ ስርዓተ ነጥብ አጠቃቀም 

የመሳሰሉትን ዝርዝር ጉዳዮች ላይ ግብረ መልስ በመሰጠቱ የፅሁፍ ክሂሌን 

ለማሳደግ ረድቶኛል 

     

8 መምህሬ የሚሰጠኝን የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ ከፍላጎቴ እና አቅሜ ጋር አብሮ 

ሊሄድ የሚችል ነው 

     

9 መምህሬ  በሚሰጠኝ የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ ቀጣይ ተግባሬን ምን እንደሆነ 

በግልፅ ለይቶ ኣሳይቶኛል 
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10 መምህሬ በፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ አሰጣጥ ላይ በቂ ልምድ አለዉ 

 

     

 

 

 

መመርያ ሁለት፡- ከታች ባለው ሰንጠረዠ ውስጥ የተለያዩ መጠይቆች ቀርበዋል፤መጠይቆች መምህራችሁ በምን ያህል ጊዜ 

የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ ተግባራት ያከናውን ስለ መሆኑ የሚገልፁ ናቸው፤ ስለዚህ ከታች በተሰጣቸው መለኪያ መሰረት የ 

“x”ምልክት በማድረግ ያመልክቱ፡፡ 

  ሁልጊዜ=5               በአብዛኛዉ=4              አልፎአለፎ=3                 በትንሹ=2                  የለም=1 

ተ.ቁ መጠይቆች 5 4 3 2 1 

1 በተሰጠው ግብረ መልስ መሰረት ከመምህርህ/ሽ ጋር በምን ያህል ጊዜ 

ተወያይተኃነል/ሻል? 

     

2 መምህርህ/ሽ የሚሰጠውን የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ በምን ያህል ጊዜ ጠንካራ 

ጎን ላይ  ያተኩራል? 

     

3 መምህርህ/ሽ የሚሰጠውን የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ በምን ያህል ጊዜ ደካማ 

ጎን ላይ  ያተኩጋል? 

     

4 መምህርህ/ሽ የሚሰጠውን የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ በምን ያህል ጊዜ ጠንካራ 

እና ደካማ ጎን ይገልፃል? 

     

5 በተሰጠህ/ሽ ግብረ መልስ መሰረት ተከታታይ ተግባራት ለማከናወን 

መምህርህ/ሽ በምን ያህል ጊዜ ሁኔታዎችን አመቻችቶልኃል/ሻል? 

     

6 በተሰጠህ/ሽ የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ መሰረት ፅሁፍህን/ሽን እንድትከልስ/ሺ 

መምህርህ/ሽ በምን ያህል ጊዜ ምቹ ሁኔታ  ፈጥሮልኃል/ሻል?  

     

7 በፊተኛው የፅሁፍ ስራ የታዩ ስህተቶች ከአሁኑ ጋር በማያያዝ መምህርህ/ሽ 

በምን ያህል ጊዜ ገልፆልኃል/ሻል?   
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 Interview Questions for students 

1. How do you see teachers’ written feedback? 

2. How often does your teacher provide you written feedback? Its role to develop your 

writing skill? 

3. How do you feel about teacher written feedback in improving your writing?   

4. What should a teacher do to make written feedback helpful to you? 

ማብራርያ የሚሰጥባቸዉ የተማሪ መጠይቆች 

1. የመምህርህን/ሽን የፅሁፍ  ግብረ መልስ አሰጣጥ ሁኔታ እንዴት ትገልፀዋለህ/ሽ? 

2. መምህርህን/ሽን የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ  በፅሁፍ ስራህ/ሽ ለምን ያህል ጊዜ ይሰጣል ፤  የፅሁፍ ክሂልህን/ሽን 

ለማሳደግ ያለዉ ሚና እንዴት ትገፀዋለህ/ሽ? 

3. የ መምህርህን/ሽን ግብረ መልስ ጠቅሞኛል ትላለህ/ትያለሽ? መልስህ/ሽ አዎ ከሆነ ይብራራ፤ ካልሆነ ለምን? 

4. የመምህሩን የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ የተሻለ ደረጃ ላይ ለማድረስ ምን ማድረግ አለበት? 

የተማሪዎች ቃል ምጠይቅ ሂደት ናሙና 

1. ጥናት አድራጊው፡ የመምህርህን/ሽን የፅሁፍ  ግብረ መልስ አሰጣጥ ሁኔታ እንዴት ትገልፀዋለህ/ሽ? 

ተሳታፊ፡ በእኔ አረዳድ የመምህሬ የፅሁፍ ግበረ መልስ አሰጣጥ የፅሁፍ ክሂሌን ለማሳደግ የጎላ አስተዋፅኦ አድርጎልኛሌ በየ 

 አላምንም ምክንያቱ መምህሩ በአግባቡ የተደራጀ ግብረ መሌስ በመስጠት ላይ ክፍተት የሚታይ ይመስልለኛል፡፡ 

2. ጥናት አድራጊው፡መምህርህን/ሽን የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ  በፅሁፍ ስራህ/ሽ ለምን ያህል ጊዜ ይሰጣል? 

ተሳታፊ፡እንደ እኔ አመለከከት የመምህራችን የግበረ መልስ አሰጣጥ የዘገየ ነዉ፡፡ 

3. ጥናት አድራጊው፡የ መምህርህን/ሽን ግብረ መልስ ጠቅሞኛል ትላለህ/ትያለሽ? 

ተሳታፊ፡አመሰግናለሁ፡ የመምህሩ የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ በተወሰነ መልኩ አጋዥ ቢሆንም  የፅሁፍ ክሂሌን ግን ብሚፈለገው 

 ደረጃ አይደለም፡ 

4. ጥናት አድራጊው፡የመምህሩን የፅሁፍ ግብረ መልስ የተሻለ ደረጃ ላይ ለማድረስ ምን ማድረግ አለበት? 

ተሳታፊ፡እኔ እንደሚመስለኝ መምህሩ እነ ተማሪው በትኩረት መስራት ይኖርባቸወል፡፡ 

ጥናት አድራጊው፡ለሰጠኸኝ መረጃ እና የጊዜ መስዋዕት እጅግ አድርጌ አመሰግናለሁ                                           

ተሳታፊ፡እኔም በጥናት ተሳታፊ ስለሆንኩ አመሰግናለ 
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Appendix C 

 

Teacher interview Questionnaires 

1. How do you give written feedback for your students? 

2. Why do you give written feedback? 

3. What are the challenges to provide effective written feedback? 

4. What do you recommend that teachers do to provide effective written feedback? 

5. How often do you give written feedback for your students? 

Samples of teachers’ interview 

1.  Researcher: How do you give written feedback for your students? 

     Teacher: I feel that my feedback consider students’ level of performance because students 

                 who cannot perform well cannot be treated equally with high achievers, so I try to   

                  give detail feedback for low achievers.  

2. Researcher: Why do you give written feedback? 

   Teacher: I think that I provide feedback on students’ writing in order to help them improve    

                 their writing skill. 

3. Researcher: What are the challenges to provide effective written feedback? 

    Teacher: It seems to me that I have lack of knowledge on feedback, so my students may  

                  not get enough support to improve their writing. 

4. Researcher: What do you recommend that teachers do to provide effective written feedback? 

   Teacher: I think writing skill is a scientific work, so teachers should work with full dedication        

                 to create good writers. This can be realized if the students are encouraged to write and      

                 rewrite based on the provided feedback. 
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  Researcher: What do you mean by scientific work? 

  Teacher: I mean writing needs to follow certain conventions, so these conventions need certain  

                 skill to address to writers. For example, teacher written feedback should be delivered  

              based on the nature of students’ writing. 

5. Researcher: How often do you give written feedback for your students? 

   Teacher: I believe my written feedback was not addressed at a right time. 

   Researcher: If so, do you believe that your feedback helps students? 

   Teacher: I do not think so because my students do not get enough guidance at a    

                needed time. 

   Researcher: Thank for the dedication. 

   Teacher: Do not mention it.  
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